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Guidinglogs into the Horseshoe Bend, lda~o, sawmill. Photoby GlennOakley

Seeingthe forestthrough the.eyes of its users
T hi.Sis a radical edition of High

CountryNews -- radical in that
it-looks at tile Rocky Mountain

forests withough dwelling on the
Forest Service, deficit timber sales,
the ) ersey-] ack judicial decision or
50-year forest plans.

Instead, it dwells on forest users,
the thesis beulg that what happens on
the ground counts as much, inl the
ultimate scheme of things, as what the
Forest Service decides, or the lawyers
argue, or the Congress legislates.

The view of the .ground begins on

page 10 with an essay by former
sawyer George Sibley, who describes
his two- year stint in' a small, rural
sawmill. It might seem redundant to
describe a sawmill as rural; what else
could it be? But Sibley, in a second
article, argues that although milling
trees can be a rural activity, it can also
be urban .. a capital-intensive part of
the mega-machine. As part of the
megil,macbinoe, logging and milling
work ro transform .the forest into a
monoculrure -- into a place which can
support only a large, centralized,
single-purpose. operation. Inevi~bly,

this mQnQCulture, some would say this
mono-mania, drives out all othei
activity -- small loggers,. 'wildlife~
those who hunt wildlife, hikers.

Pat 'Ford closes the issue with a
description of the economic impor-

I ranee. of Idaho's guides and outfitters
·-- the men and women who roil raft
· trips and horseback rides, help people
climb mountains, and lead their
hunter-clients to the big game.
IdalW's guides and outfiners played a
major role in the creation of the Frank

·Church-River of No Return Wilder-
ness several years ago, and are
important to the cQntinuing strUggle'
over Idaho's eight milliQQ acres of still
unroaded land.

Thetliird story in the series, by
Glenn Oakley, is about the large,
centralized, capital-intensive mill
Owned and operated by Boise Cascade
in southern Idaho. Oakley's descrip-
tion of how a large mill operates, his
talks with those whQ worlt there, and
the sense Qf econQmic peril surround-
ing the mill complement Sibley's

. opening articles. . --flu Skllf .
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~ For s~e, fall is heralded by red
and gold leaves, by the appearance of
armed men clad in blaze orange and
black face, and -- in Montana -- by
snow, But in the offices of High
Country News, fall is announced by
our inability to move around the office
because dozens of boxes clog already
narrow corridors.

We don 'dike theaddici'onal clutte~
as it IS, our Workmen's

Compensation rates are high 'because
of towering stacks of newspapers and
mazes of telephone cords lying on the
floor. But no one complains because
those boxes are the key 10 HCN s

· continued survival: they contain the
annual High Country News Research
Fund appeal, Long-time readers know
the background of the paper and of the
Research Fund, But for the many new
readers, let us briefly 'recite the
unlikely history,

High Country News was founded
in 1970 by Tom Bell in Lander,
Wyoming, Bell, a-rancher and wildlife
expert, was dismayed by the havoc he
saw energy development and certain
agricultural practices visiting upon
Wyoming,_ HCN was his weapon
against those depredations.

The paper was literally a voice in
the wilderness -- a strong, prophetic
voice which attracted readers' and
supporters throughout the region and
nation. But its influence was far
greater than its: economic' base. In
fact, HeN_suffered one economic
crisis after- another, both under Bell
and then under. the several staffs
which succeeded him. Each time, it
was rescued at the last moment by
contributions from readers.

Today, things are both the same
and different. They are the' same in
that HeN remains a shoestring
operation which depends on its
readers .-' a proper situation which
ensures that HeN serves those who
read it, rather than a group of
advertisers. ~

But things have changed in that
HCN, over its I) years, has gradually
become better organized. The rooms
may still be crowded with piles of
newspapers and reports, and the staff
may still be, a bit embarrassed at
showing visitors through the un-
elegant clutter, but institutionally, the
house is in order. HeN is not just a
literal non-profit operation, it is an:'
official one, recognized by the iRS, As
a result, contributions to the Research
Fund are tax deductible, '

And although HeN is not General
Motors, under the direction of the
HCN board of, directors, the paper.
does project cash flow and expected
income, and schedule expenses so that

· it can survive from one Research Fund
appeal to another.

There is also a rough division of
income: subscriptions go to the

· day-to-day operations of the paper;
~the Research Fund pays the network

of writers and photographers who are
the heart of the paper; and income
from foundation grants goes to fund
special projects such as last year's
series of personality profiles and
special issues.

This year's Research Fund appeal
gees into the mall _a bit earlier than
usua i rus year's urrv- is also
different in thac, thanks to the
generosity of several readers, we are·
able to offer a series of gifts to
con~ibutors as a means of saying we

, th • vappreCiate e suppon.
All donors of $50 or more will

receive a free gift sub~cription to High
Country News, to, be sent to a new

\

subscriber of their choosing, It is a
way for you to avoid some holiday
shopping, and for us to introduce the
paper to new readers.

Two anonymous donors have
. enabled us to give-a box of eight
-notecards with scenes of the national
parks by Ansel Adams tb those who
contribute $250, These "Images of the
National Parks" are made available to
HCN through Museum Graphics, Box
5157, Redwood City, CA 94063,

Long-time subscribers Stuart and
Isabel Mace of Ashcroft, Colorado, are
helping us recognize those who make
larger donations. Stuart is an excellent
photographer, and a 20 by 24 inch
mounted photo, "Liquid Silver," will
be sent to all $500 contributors, Taken
at the sacred spring of the Ute Indians
in the Castle Creek Valley of Colorado,
the close-up photo contrasts the bright
vermillion of rosehips with the pastel
greens of mosses and the sterling
silver shades of water welling up from
the spring,

The Maces operate two galleries,
Toklat I in Ashcroft and Toklat II in
Aspen, Both benefit the non-profit
Malachite Farm and School - in the
Huerfano Valley of southern Colorado,
Through Toklat, those who contribute
$1000 or more will receive a handsome
Zaporec 'rug woven by a master
weaver of Teotittlan de Valle, a village
with a 4000-year history of weaving
located on the northeast rim of the
Oaxaca Valley in Mexico, The 3i by 58
inch rugs of naturally dyed wool are

, woven in geometric designs by Elejio
Bazan, who belongs to a family
famous for its ability to blend 40 soft
earth colors in one rug.

Each year a high percentage of
readers contributes to the fund which
supports HeN s writers and photo-
graphers, In 1984, more than 700
readers made gifts totalling _almost
$35,000, or almost one-third of the
paper's budget, We hope, to exceed
that in 1985,

High Country News readers give
the most mundane acts a certain twist.
A Boise father, for example, recently
ordered a r-shirt (large size, black on

.whire design) for his son: "It's the
young_ goat's birthday," said the
'accompanying note, presumably pen-
ned by the old goat,

Jim Carrier's article on HCN in the
Denver Post continues to ripple
outward, To the south, we heard from
a startled former neighbor , Laverne
Carruthers, that she'd found us in the
Enid, Oklahoma, daily, To the east,
Charlotte Zieve wrote to say HCN had
been featured in the Milwaukee
Journal, And former intern Paul
Larmer, now a graduate student in
environmental policy at the University
of Michigan, said during a visit to
Paonia that HCN had made it into the
Ann Arbor -newspaper. Now we need
John Naisbitt to tell us what
Megatrend the national exposure of a
tiny environmental newspaper por-
tends, Possibly that there's a filler
shortage this year.

An old friend of the paper caine
rhrough Paonia.in 'late August. He is
Harry-Crandall, who has just retired
as chief of staff of Ohio Congressman
John. Seiberling's Public Lands
Subcommittee. which is the scurceof
cne nat, ...1 s \~llde"~ess legislarion:
Crandall ·is traVell!ng with ni. WI'

.Olga ;iround the West, and had
stopped to visit withHCN founder
Tom Bell' in Lander earlier in the
summer.

Harry seemed as far from the
stereorype of aWashington mover and
shaker as possible: soft-spoken and as

I ,
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George Sibley

neighborly as any local. farmer or
rancher. The lO-year veteran of
Capitol Hill says he started his public
lands career by becoming an expert on
Alaska issues in the mid-1970s while
working for The Wilderness Society.
He then went on to various staff
positions, first under the late Sen, Lee
Metcalf, then with Sen, John Melcher
when he was in the House, and finally
with Seiberling,

_ We also saw writer George Sibley
this summer. He was on '3, trip to
Crawford, Colorado, where he once
spent several years turning trees into
components of America's construction
industry. As you will see starting on
page 10, he has now turned his

- sawyer's experience into two essays
on the wood products industry.

Attention, poets: the following
note comes from HeN poetry editor
c.L. (Chip) Rawlins, who made
possible this issue's centerspread on
the poems of Sam Hamill:

To those of you who have sent work
in the past year, thanks, I've enjoyed
seeing your poems and regret that .our
space is limited by the sheer volume of
vital environmental flews. We have
enough- poems to carry us into the
coming year, but will be accepting
new material in February for 1986,

Before sending your work, do a
careful reading with these things in
mind, We favor poetry that comple-
ments our regional concerns and has, an authentic basis in the land and life
of the West. Precise, evocative images
and a grip on specifics of landscape,
animals, character, season, and the
issues that we confront in the present
are what we want in poems. Observing
that the Tetons are majestic or hawks
are fierce doesn't have much impact.

If you' ve never seen a bear except
through your windshield, don't write
about bears except as seen through
the windshield. Use your experience
and research your subject: we have a
responsibility to be accurate rather
than assuming a vaguely wild, earthy
stance as adequate. Poetry is, at best,
a tough and demanding form which is
rich with possibiliry and correspond-
ingly liable to mistakes, missteps .and
pratfalls. Serious writing is a
discipline, not a hobby,

This month I'll be leaving my
home range for a year at Stanford
University to work as a Stegner
Fellow, Please send poetry submis-
srons to:

Creative Writing Center
Stanford University
Stanford, C19430;

Good ~iol...k wnl. your wrltlng aZld
cut some niee tel~marks for your
fogbound poet, .

Yours, .~

Clur
It,.

-·thestaff

•,
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-They're still taking gold out of the Rockies
A symbolic changing of the

economic gods took place this summer
in Park City, Utah, when the Park City
Ski Area installed a lift parallel to the
abandoned towers which once carried
cars laden with ore from the Silver
King Mine into town. According to
stories in the Park Record, the
consrruction "is part of a continuing
trend, which started when the mining
company encouraged development of
a ski area in 1963.

Until now, according to "reporter
Chris Smart, United Park City Mines
has been content to lease its lands to

the Park City and Deer Valley ski

areas while it awaited higher silver
prices and a resumption- of mining.
But that picrure changed a few weeks
ago, when a group of New York
investors bought control of the mining
company with the apparent intention
of developing the land for recreation.

Although the wealth no longer
comes out of the mountains in ore
buckets, the 198)-1986 lift rates
indicate there is still gold in the
Rockies. The one-day rates at Park
City and Deer Valley are $26. Despite
the rates at Park City and Deer Valley,
Utah ski area rates are the lowest in
the region: $18 at Snowbird, $13 at
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Alta and from $) to $10 at Brighton
and Solitude. .

By comparison, Bald Mountain at
Sun Valley, Idaho, will charge $27, as
will Vail in Colorado, which jumped
from $22, and another old hardtack
mining town, Aspen, which went from
$24 to $27. The former hardrock
mining town of Telluride, and the
former coal-mining town of Crested
Butte, both also in Colorado, went
from $20 to $22, as did the Jackson,
Wyoming, ski area.

The Park City and Deer Valley
areas are on private land, but because
most Rocky Mountain ski areas are on
national forest land lift prices have not
gone unremarked. The Idaho Falls
daily Post Register in an Aug. 6
editorial accused the U.S. Forest
Service of "an anti-family ski
franchising policy." According to the
editorial, a federal judge in Salt Lake
City about eight years ago ruled that
the books of ·ski operaiors on forest,
land need not be opened to public
scrutiny. In addition, the Forest
Service has adopted a hands-off policy.
toward lift-ticket rates.
Given the lack of information and

regulation, the Idaho Falls paper
speculated that high lift rates may be
. subsidizing ., real estate developmenr
at the bottom of the hill." The
newspaper called for legal action to
open the books, and for the' Forest
Service to consider franchising
no-frills. ski areas, consisting only of
lifts and minimum base facilities.

--EdMarston

AWyoming school houses a unique flock
Seventy-five years ago a fledgling_

21-year-old biologist named Olaus
Murie stuffed his sixth bird. With
dexterity and care, he slit the belly of a
long-billed marsh wren, pulled out the
innards, removed most of -its bones,
treated the skin with a preservative
and stuffed the specimen with cotton.

This summer, the marsh wren was
one of 6)0 Murie collection birds
carried from a dark little barn at the
Teton Science School in Wyoming to
the institution's new field srudy lab.
Dr. Steve Herman of Washington's
Evergreen State College, who survey-
ed the collection for two days before
overseeing the transfer, called the
srudy skins remarkable and extra-
ordinary, "It's almost as if three
,months of Lewis and Clark's journals
had been discovered."

The' collection at the lab in Grand
Teton National Park also includes
numerous mammal skins and skulls
and a broad collection of plants; most
were gathered by Murie and his
half-brother Adolph between 1910 and
their respective deaths in 1963 and
1974.

Olaus himself collected and "put
up" ("We don't say stuffed,"
explains Herman) 3,913 birds and
4,300 mammals or mammal parts,
Adolph's major contribution is the
plant collection.

Herman, who volunteered his
time, first thought the study skins
would be second-class museum rejects
since many of Olaus' birds went to the
Smithsonian and the University or'
Alaska. But after inventorying the 241
species at the Science School he was
astounded.

The maJonty are "high quality"
skins with fu!1 biological data. Most
are in "very good condition," with
.,no active insect damage.' , .

By preserving the majority of the
collection for scientific study and
pulling out a' sampling for hands-on
teaching, "the status of this
institution will be enhanced," Herman
said.

But the greatest value of the
collection might be what it reveals
about the, collectors, "It provides us
with a way of experiencing Olaus
Murie himself," Herman says. "We·
have the sixth bird he put up, We also
have some of the last, He would be
very pleased, "

Western sandpipers in the Mune
collection at the Teton Science School

The study skins were collected at a
time when bird watching was done
"down the barrel of a shotgun,"
Herman explains.' Olaus Murie
remains one of the nation's leading
conservation -- figures whose career
with the federal government took him
across the country from Alaska to
Jackson Hole. His writings on caribou,
elk and other animals have become
classics.
Mter retiring in 194), he became a

champion for wilderness, and helped
found the Wilderness Society, He died
a year before Congress enacted the
1964Wilderness Act. Conservationists
still travel to his home in Moose to
meet his wife Mardy, who carries on
his legacy.

Adolph was perhaps less known
but no less of a scientist. His "The
Wolves of Mount McKinley" was the
first study of wolves in the wild. His
wife -- Louise Mcleod -- also lives in
Jackson Hole. Coincidentally, she is
Mardy Murie's sister.

Mardy Murie said the brothers'
collection was housed in Moose until
, 1973, when it was· donated to the
Science School. "Government collec-
tors had a right to keep a certain
number (of specimens). for their
personal collection," she explains,
adding that many of the animals were
used for scientific papers and
illustrations. "Somewhere in the
, backs of their minds they knew they
I were going to pass it on to some
I institution." The friendship between
i Adolph and Science School founder
Ted Major ultimately led to the
: donation. '

--Angus Tbuermer, Jr.

GraZing regs razed

A federal judge on September 3
overturned Interior Department regu-
lations that have allowed ranchers
widespread authority over livestock
grazing practices on 170 million acres
of public lands in the West. Judge
Raul Ramirez in U.S. District Court in
Sacramento, California; said that
Cooperative Management. Agree-
ments are an abdication of Interior's
responsibiliry to "preserve and
improve the public commons." The
IO-year or longer agreements with
ranchers has resulted in overgrazing
because of inadequate supervision,
Judge Ramirez said, The suit was
brought by the Natural' Resources
\ Defense Council last year on behalf of
a coalition that included the Sierra
Club, Wilderness Society, Defenders
of Wildlife and the Animal Defense
Council. - I

Aworking vacation

Twenty people from across the
country spent their summer vacations
in the West Elk Wilderness of western
Colorado, where they built a trail from
scratch with hand tools. The
volunteers were part of a Colorado
Mountain Club project to replace a
boggy, hilly trail with a more scenic
3.2-mile route through aspen and
spruce-fir forests. District Ranger
Jim Paxon said the work was needed
but funding wasn't available. "We
might not receive the money for
several years, if at all. If it weren't for
, these volunteers working on the trail I
doubt it would get built." The Forest
'Service laid out the "Swampy Pass
Bypass': and club members rounded
up volunteers, who ranged in age from
15 to n, and who came from Texas,
Wisconsin, New Jersey, Florida,
Illinois, Virginia and Colorado. All
paid their way .to the Gunnison,
National Forest. The Forest Service
supplied tools, hard hats and training,
and covered basic expenses such as
bringing in food by horseback.
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~ .Montana infested by a host of fecund weeds
Grl%%ly b""tcut bad",

Responding to the Montana Fish
and Game Commission's reduced
quotas for grizzly bear hunting, I

Defenders of Wildlife has dropped
plans to sue Montana's Departmenr of'
Fish, Wildlife and Parks' (HeN,
3/4/85). Defenders' earlier-stated
goal was to have the Montana grizzly
hunt abolished completely. However,
Dick Randall of Defenders said that
the earlier lack' of knOwl~dge of
Mnntana's grizzly p.,pulationshas
been relieved by recent studies. and
that by working cooperatively with
Montana wildlife officials Defenders'
has gained ground for grizzly
protection. The new limit, of 15
man-killed grizzlies and subquota ,of
six female bears approved at an Aug:
7 meeting of the Fish and Game
Commission is down from the previous
quota of 25 bears or nine females. The
most recent grizzly bear management
scheme ,designates three separate
"bear management areas" in Mon-
tana. Hunting is halted as soon as two
female grizzlies are killed in each area
or when total grizzly deaths number
15.

Getty loses another round
This summer, the Jackson,

Wyoming, community won another
legal battle over the BLM's permitting
an oil company to drill in a wilderness
area. U.S. District Court Judge
Clarence Brimmer ruled that the
Interior Department's Board of Land
Appeals was correct when it
"vacared" Getty Oil's permit to drill,'
now held by. Texaco, Inc., in Little
Granite Creek Canyon. That means
the Bureau of LandManagement must
nowdecide if Getty has a valid right to
drill despite the passage of Wy-
oming's Wild,erness Act of 1984. In
any case, the judge said, the
once-suspended lease can be cancel-
led on environmental grounds. Story
Clark of the Jackson Hole Alliance
called the Brimmer decision a victory
fot the many people and groups -who
'·~orl~.edtogether i~an unpr.eced~nt-
ed manne('" since. 1980 qn the i;lsue.
Their fight isn't oveF Texa~o official"'
said they would appeal Interior's·
decision to the 10th Circuit Court of
AppeaJsby' (SeJ:'!:)8 2~~~lipe .•_~ ._~

Early summer in western Mon-
tana brings a \ stunning display of
purple flowers to thousands of acres of
'range, open fotest and, cropland. But
to ranchers, foresters and wildlife
enthusiasts the floral explosion' is an
ecologicaldisaster that is undermining
Montana's economy by millions of
dollars each year.

The purple flower is spotted
knapweed, the state's most prominent
noxiousweed. In the last 60 years, the
plant has gained a foothold ali more
than 2.5 million acres. Though most
common west of the Continental
Divide, knapweed is now -noving
rapidly into central and eastern
Montana where it threatens to take
over valuable croplands and range.
First reported in Ravalli County, in
western Montana, the weed is now
present in every county in the state.

Sported knapweed is not the only
invader of Montana's range and
forests Populations of Diffuse and
Russian snapweed, leafy spurge I

Canada thistle and goarweed are also
growing. And Pete Fay, a weed
specialist at Montana State Univer-
sity, fears that Montana's drought-
stricken ranchers may be importing
new weeds along with hay being
brought in from Nebraska and Utah
this year. But currently it is spotted
knapweed and leafy spurge that are
expanding exponenrially, causing
residents, public agencies and the
Montana Legislature to declare war on
noxious weeds.

Knapweed and leafy spurge came
. to this continent from Europe ~d,
Asia, and their spread here' is
reminiscent of famous ecological
disasters such as the South's kudzu
vine and Australia's rabbits. In
Montana, the weeds have little, if any,
natural controls. With the exception of
sheep in certain situations, livestock
and wildlife rarely eat either plant.

Unlike kudzu and the rabbits, the
two weeds were' introduced 'into

,Montana by chance from abroad. Once -
they gained their original footholds in
this country, infestation followed
roadways and railroad tracks, as the
seeds rode into Montana under cars,'
on railroad boxcars and in hay bales. '

Knapweed then moved into areas
where the soil had been disturbed,
such as farm and rangeland. From
inconspicuous beachheads in western
Montana's Bitterroot Valley around
1930, knapweed expanded its range 50

that today it includes both disturbed
and undisturbed sites in rangeland,
pastures and forests throughout the
state. Its presence is no longer limited

\ to valleys; the plant is no~ common on
drier slopes up to 6,000 feet in the
Bitterroot and Sapphire mountains:'
Though its habitat varies a little from
knapweed, leafy spurge has adapted a
similar pattern of expansion.
~ Seen as localproblems at first, the
infestations were either ignored or
placed on the back burner by range
specialists, foresters and legislators.
Now, Montana is-alarmed.

Because disturbed sites are most,
susceptible to the- invaders, every new
subdivision, road or range allotment is
'potentially a knapweed or leafy'spurge,
patch. Once established" the weeds
become seed sources for expansion
into new areas. A single .knapweed
plant can produce t~housands of seeds
IJ? ?n~ sumtner _-: .see~s th~t, ~~n
survive for three yea;-s. _-' .. ' ~:

Mbreover l na:tive' vegetation is_no
Illlitch for - kriap';'eecf.' "nq' ~Rurge:· i
- '.' '-'.tc~,-" ..,' ,. ',": ~~" ....... /"'-"" ,..' .......,

B.s1ide,~:'plq!i¥f; _ J\togJJY.r'i! _~~~d§." ;

,
Montana Department of Agricul-

ture botanist Barbara Mullin and the
Forest Service's Kulla both say the
immediate priority is containment .
Because of the large acreages
currently infested, and the explosive
nature of the weeds' spread, total
eradication is thought impossible at
this time. Emphasis, they say, must
be on keeping the invaders from
gobbling up additional land.

Kulla says that weed control is
difficult on Forest Service land
because recreationisrs, loggers' and
-stockmen constantly introduce seeds
when they walk or drive on a
road. He adds that new toads provide
disturbed sites as well as a means of
spreading seeds.
. But Kulla says that his forest
emphasizes biological controls and
does not tecommend large-scale use of
herbicides such as 2-40. His white
paper proposes increased education of
forest visitors and permittees, ag-
gressive seeding of road cuts, road
closures based on an area's suscepti-
bility to weed introduction, certifica-
tion of hay entering forests and
increased cooperation with adjoining
landowners, as well as site-specific
eradication using mechanical and
chemical means.

Botanist Mullin says some county
officials have suggested using sheep
to control knapweed. But the animals
'will only eat the plant when it is
flowering, she says, and infested
ranges have to be grazed intensively
to assure that sheep eat most or all the
weeds.

Rancher John Rimel says he's
faced with invasions of both knapweed
and leafy spurge or! his 270-acre
ranch. Every cent he spends on weed
eradication can mean the difference
between profit and loss in any given
year. A life-long Missoula resident,
Rimel says he has_seen the weeds
spread at an alarming rate.

"We stopped spraying on our
place in the early 1970s, but had to
stan up again in 1980 because the
weeds 'were getting teal bad." Quick
to identify himself as an environment-

The weed problem on national a1ist, Rimel prefers not to use
forests is not limited to the Lola. One herbicides, but atthis point, he says,
Forest Service spokesman says that there's no alternative.
the Bitterroot, Deerlodge and Flat- Rick Kelsey,' a University of

_head national forests also have Montana researcher l suggests that if
serious infestations. The plants are you have to live with knapweed, you
taking over big game winterrange and might as well use it. He is examining
grazing allotments, decreasing timber the possibilities of using knapweed as
production, creating less attractive silage. Most people working on the
recreation areas, invading wilder- knapweed problem don't see this as a
nesses and hutting fisheries by solution to halting the weed's
altering riparian areas. expansion into new areas.

Before this year there were few Researchers and' agencies are
organized programs to halt the banking on biological controls as 'the
invasions. Most efforts were small, long-term solution. Twospecies of gaU
independent actions usually run by flies released in knapweed-infested
counties or individuals. But that is areas knocked seed production down
changing.· by 80 percent, But because the weed

The 1985 Montana Legislature can generate thousands of seeds and
acknowledged the severity of the weed is able to take ovet undisturbed sites,
problem by passing three bill~. The the insect's effect has been negligible.
County Weed Act, effective Oct. I, Kulla says the Lola National Forest
.1985; expands and defines the duties introduced a hawk moth that feeds on
of county weed boards, requires weed leafy spurge for the first time in J illy.
management plans and strengthens The hawk moth has also been released
cooperation between agencies. The, in Glacier National Park. Researchers
newly created Montana Noxious Weed are testing stem-boring insects on
Trust Fund will be administered by leafy spurge.
the stare Department of Agriculture Bio-conrrol proponents say it will
for long-rerm weed management. The take a combination of insects and
fund is suppotted'in,pan by a tax on possibly even diseases to eventually
hei"bicidesi'''Legislative . apptoval of cpntrol the weeds. In any case, Mullin,
funds" for Ii ,state·,'Noxious Weed' K,ullaand many researchers conclud;
Coordinator position should furibet "1 th,,~.the. ultimate solution is many
~dc';',~_R....f\sf~£$)\:ide.. coordination of ye~~·away. ",
weed-control ..(,fforts" ., .• _, "_".. ",~_" _.... --13ruc~Farlingam/staff-'

knapweed also has a chemical in its
foliage which repels grasses and
forbs.

Leafy spurge has a different
arsenal. It combines high seed
production with rootstock propagation
-- new plants sprouting from another' s
roots. Spurge is an aggressive

. competitor, has no real natural control
and can send rootstocks down 15 feet.
These characteristics have resulted in
its spread to over 500,000 acres in
Montana.

State agriculture experts estimate
knapweed costs Montana over $4.5
million annually. Because knapweed
and leafy spurge force out native
grasses and inhibit the growth of
conifer seedlings, the Lolo National
Forest figures the weeds' economic
impacts on its timber, range and
wildlife programs will be $314,000 in
1988. By the year 2000, yearly losses
may exceed $1.2 million.

Andy Kulla, a LolaNational Forest
employee who has studied noxious
weeds, says the estimated dollar
losses are conservative. In a white
paper Kulla wrote fat the Forest
Service, he says that losses go beyond
obvious market commodities, for .other
resources such as recreation and
aesthetics are also affected. Kulla's
research indicates that while knap-
weed currently covers more acreage,
the long-term implications of leafy
spurge are more serious. Once
established, spurge's root systems are
difficuit to eliminate, he says.

'1
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Dust at the old U.S. Steel iron mine near Atlanne City
Kennecott's vast tailing pond, showing channelization and the rectangular
impoundment.s under construction ' -'

In the wake of the bust, the West blows.away
u.S.Steel in Wyoming

AnANTIC CITY,Wy ... The dust to evgporation .. more water than the
cloud hanging over the old U.S. Steel Wyon;>ing srate engineer would
iron ore mine all summer looms so probably be willing to grant for such a
large and dark that it has been taken use. .
for smoke from a forest fire several A chemical stabilizer is used on
times; and motorists must often use toxic tailings, such ,as those' from'
headlights to drive through it on the uranium mills, Moxley-said, However,
South, Pass highway,. c' DEQ fears the chemical might make

Residents of nearby Atlantic CitY, revegetation even more difficult. Since
a. tiny town of' abour 100,.in the 'the tailings are not considered toxic,
summer, have appealed fo."th~ and since thete.is 'little ,topsoil from -"
.g~~t;&-t??r~~.~o}~e*~"~~;9bl~.I!,1',,;WHiSh the rpqcy sit~:the 'company inten~ds to'
~y say has sent S.eyer/llPeople to the planr. "eg~tation on the tailings
doctor With 'espiratory. complaints. themselves and to add fertilizer and
They also fear long-term' health effects other soil additives to "build topsoil."
from this summer's exposure to the Moxley hopeswork will begin soon
du~t, ,which they'say' is composed of on a permanent solution, but a
silica and perhaps asbestos, both of reclamation' plan still has not been
which can cause lung diseases. completed. The company and DEQ are

Ironically, the dust results from the considering piling coarse rock on the
new mine owner's attempts to begin tailings and then interspersing the
reclamation work, according to rock ,piles with groves of trees. "It
officials from the Wyoming Depart- hasn't 'been tried before, Out f'don't
menrof Environmental Quality. U.S. see why it wouldn't work," he said.
Steel sold the site 'to Universal Chuck Collins of the Air Quality
Equipment, Inc. of Fremonr, Ohio, in Division of DEQ said no monitoring
] anuary 1985 after 550 workers had has been done to determine what is in
'mined and milled there for more than the air. "It is obvious it is not meeting
20 years (HeN; 3/18/85). As parr of the ambient standards so there ·is no
the sale, Universal agreed to tackle need to go to the expense of
the enormous reclamation job for the monitoring." Asked about the health
700·acre site, whi~h contains a deep effects, Collins said he doesn't know
open pit and a tailings P?nd. what is in the dust. "But none of it is

The- dust became severe' when any good for you."
Universal began draining the 300.acre Reclamation of the 400-foot-deep
tailings pond as required by.DEQ. The mine pit will be taken care of by
fine particulates had been suspended nature. It is mling rapidly from natural
in the water. Dry, however, they are groundwater flows and now has about
'like powder, and eJltremely suscep- 100 feet of water. Moxley said water
tible to the wind for which South Pass qualiry would be adequate to support
is notorious. If the pond had not been fish if Universal decides to open it as
completely drained, it would have a public recreation area. Minnows liv-
been impossible to drive the heavying in,the small part .of the tailings
reClamation equipment ovet the pond that still holds water may be
tailings, which .are 'like quicksand transferred to the new lake.
when wet. "It would have sunk out of Local people were concerned that
sight," said Mark Moxley of the DEQ. some of. the site might not be

"We didn't intend to create an reclaimed because mining bgan
en,\,ironmental problem," Moxley. before passage of the state reclaJna·
said, praising Universal for being very tion law in the early 19605. Land
cooperative. He said the company has disru:bed prior ·to the law need not be

. ttied building windrows to create reclaimed- by the company, Howev~r,
barriers to the wind. "But we need . the state has budgeted $300,000 of Us

something more ~tic." Refilling' abandot;'ed mined ~ds money to use
the pond with water is OUt both at ~ ~te. Reciamaaon of the ~t. of
bec4use the tai1ings pond dam·could thesttelSguaranteedbya'l,8mi1lioo
Pe way and heea_ the aba110w i boadbcJd by DEQ.

cpoad~'-.a .. cIn1ai~,.,-,.,::./: .....•~.~:.~:,ri#A-'"r,

Kennecott Copper in Utah
It is not just the tailings pond at

. -U.S. Steel's shuttered' mine near
Atlantic Ciry, Wyoming, which is
blowing away. Thanks to the mining
depression which has hit much of the
West, the same thing is happening in
the Salt Lake City metropolitan area to
Kennecott Copper's tailings pond.

the company and the state also tested
the dust:

"We feared there would be arsenic
and cadmium in the dust. The
company did 'an analysis: and we
secrerely did one 'as a check., Both
showed low levels of heaVy metals ...
, . ,_, - . "" I
no tOXICS .

.To quickly. reduce blowing,
·.Kengecptr' applied sealants' to' the 40 .
.mii~s' of £oads.around me pond:; and':..
increastc(~;te~ flow int~~th~·poiJJ to .
45,000 gallons per 1"jnute. Ai"the
same time, it tried to' "figure out .a
Iorig-rerm solution thai wouldn't
interfere with l futUre operations· or
reprocessing.

According to R.A. Malone,
environmental affairs director for
Kennecott, the problem was' two dry
areas of about 1;000acres in the midst
pf the 5,OOO-acrepond. The dry spots
'were slightly higher than the rest of
the pond, and water flowing into .the

Those attempting to stabilize the -pond didn't wet them .. it simply
U.S. Steel site are free to·do anything carved "river" channels and flowed
that can stop the blowing. But around the low bills.
Kennecott hopes to one day start its That hadn't happened back when
mine 'and smelter and again use the the firin was sending 108,000 tons of
tailings pond for waste. Moreover, tailings, suspended in a slurry, onto
some of the billion-plus tons in the the pond. Malone said solids settling
pond were deposited in earlier, less out of the slurry filled in channels and
efficient days (the pile dates back to ensured that the pond stayed flat and

: 1910). If copper and gold prices rise evenly soaked. But, he continued,
· sufficiently, Kennecott says it may go .water by itself cuts channels and
back into the pond to recover metal allows dry islands to develop.
that got past the first processing.

The U.ScSteel situation is; serious,
but j~ is dwarfed-by Kennecott. U.S.
Steeimanagediro fill up 300acres with
the refuse from 22 years of mining.
Kennecott has filled up 5,000acres ,.
eight square miles .. with the refuse
from 75 years of mining at the
Bingham pit, 10 miles south of the
tailings ponds.

Atlantic City is a tiny rural
community. The Kennecott site is near
·SaltLake Ciry, and is having a harsh,
continuing effect on the thousands
who live in nearby Magna.

According to Malone; the firm
considered everything from aerial
seeding and fertilizing of the pond to
installing irrigation sprinklers to keep
the ground soaked. It fInally decided
to build dikes around the 1,000 dry
acres so they could be flooded.,

Finally, the eight square miles of
tailings is one huge pond, contained
by 160·foot.high (16 story) walls. The
reclamation approach could not

·threaten the pond's stabiliry.

While the problem is larger than
that in Atlantic Ciry, so has been the Construction of the 20 impound.
response, The drying pond began menrs, Malone said, will not be cheap
blowing on May 29, just two months or fast. The job couldn't stan until
after Kennecott shut down its copper Kennecorr brought in from around the
operation and laid off the surviving country wide·track construction ve·
2,700' workers (HCN, 3/18/8'), Air hides that could negotiate the pond
qualiry director Brent Bradford says without sinlting into it. The finn
the dust "represented an actualhealth ,es.~tes the CO~tnIC~ cost at $3.?
emergency" to the people living near million and ~ys It WOIlI t ~ done until
the pond. The state ordered Kenneeon October, MaintelWlCe will then c:ost
lO,reduce the blowing dust and set up > '300,000 per lI1OIItb.
111IarIy wamiIac 8)'IteII1'1O alert cbaae >

wida,~tb~Iema:IlI'l ..lf,anhuci. . ...'c.... ':'UMa I.
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HOTLINE
Survival of the thinnest

•

/

Not much is known about the
survival strategy of pine martens, the
furry, three-pound mammals who
enter winter with just a 2· percent
cover. Most mammals fatten up until
their far cover is 20-30 percent. Bur
with help from rhe National Geograph-
ic Sociery, two University of Wyoming
zoologists have begun studying pine
martens and the way in which rhey
endure "on -the red line without an-y
cushion or backup," says one of the
researchers, Henry Harlow. Martens
subsist on voles andmice.and, in turn,
are the prey of large owls, coyotes and
bobcats. Researcher Steven Buskirk
says martens prefer old growth
umbers foresrs, traditionally the most
valuable for logging companies.

L-Pgets reprieve

L-P's Olathe Waferboard plant
After a six-hourhearing, Colora-

do's 'Air Pollution-Control Commission'
voted Sept. 5. to revoke Louisiana-
Pacific' 5 wafer- dryer permits at rwo
year-old plants if pollution is not
cleaned up this fall. The Olathe plant's
deadline is Oct. 15; the Kremmling
plant's deadline is Nov. 15. L-P
manager Dan Dilworth said additional
pollution control equipment now being
installed will .bring particulate em-
issions down to allowable limits .....or
the plants will shur : down.'.' No
Kremmling residents or officials were
present at the Grand Junction
meeering, but several Olathe resi-
dents who live close to _the mill
testified that their health problems
were associated with smoke from l.~P.
A full story follows in the next j~sueof
HCN.

Colstrip,Monla"a, a"d towersfrom. Colstrip 1, 2, 3 and 4

Montana Power wins abig one at Colstrip
The Montana Public Service

Commission (pSC) has reversed-a very
aggressive, pro-consumer decision it
made in August 1984. That decision
denied Montana Power Company
(MPC) a $96.4 million rate increase to
pay for its share of the Colstrip 3
coal-fired power plant. -lnsread, the
PSC granted. the utility only $4.1
million (HCN, 10/1/84). 1

The decision to deny the j 5percent
increase was 'heard throughout the
nation, as New York security analysts .
questioned the viability of the utility,
the firm's stock prices fell and its bond.
ratings were lowered. There was also
fallout in Montana. For example,
sympathy 'for MPC may have helped
defeat attempts in the 1985 state
legislature to strengthen regulation of
utilities.

But the major reaction to the PSC
decision came in Judge .Mark
Sullivan's Butte district court in June
1985. In a strongly worded ruling, he
threw out the PSC decision and
ordered the five elected commissio~-
ers to rehear MPC' s rate request.
Moreover, the judge barred the
analysis which had led the PSC to
reject the original $96.4 million
request.

This summer, citizen and environ-
mental groups urged the PSC to
appeal Judge Sullivan's decision.
John Smillie, a staff member with the
Northern Plains Resource Council,
which has fought Colstrip 3 for a
decade, said his group also wants to
appeal the decision.

Because of a fear that the Montana
Supreme Court would uphold Judge
Sullivan and spread his ruling to
other jurisdictions, .a four to one
majority on the PSC in late August
voted not to appeal and instead
approved a compromise with the
utility. It consists of phasing in the
requested 55 percent rate increase
over eight years, thereby lessening
rate shock. Also, MPC has promised
to sell its share of Colstrip 4 whenthat
plant is completed, rather chan
attempt to also charge it to Montana
ratepayers.

PSC commissioner Danny Oberg
says there is no need to appeal the·

. Sullivan decision because rhrough rhe

\

compromise the battle has "alre:"dy
been won." But John Driscoll,- rhe
"no" vote on' the PSC, wrote in his
dissent to the phased-in rate increase:
" ...it is a terribly poor order
containing serious mistakes of major
magnitude which injure the very
credibility of the commission."
Driscoll wants the PSC to take
Sullivan's decision to the Supreme,
Court. _

At the moment, the PSC is being
dragged toward the higher court.
Montana Attorney General Mike
Greely intends to appeal the Sullivan
decision; for reasons of unity the PSC
reluctantly voted tojoin him. But the'
majority does not conceal its hope that
Greely will change his mind. And the
utility has challenged Greely's power
to initiate an appeal.

At the root of the legal
maneuvering over the 1984 rate
rejection is what Smillie calls rhe
PSC's attempt to act as a "surrogate
for the marketplace." MPC argued in
the 1984 rate hearings that it had
made a prudent decision in the
mid-1970s when it chose to build a
power - plant to meet apparently
endless growth. The PSC decided,
however, that the test is not the
original prudence of a decision, but

. rarher the present usefulness of the
power, as measured by the marker-
place.

When it applied that usefulness
test, the commissioners found un-
animously in September 1984 chat
none of the 210 megawatts MPC owns
out of Colstrip's 700 megawatts was
needed by Montana consumers. To
reach this conclusion, the PSC
performed an analysis Judge Sullivan
was to find illegal 10 months later : For
example, to increase MPC's power
supply in certain monrhs, the PSC told
rhe utility to reschedule plant main-
tenance. It also said the utiliry had
made an error when it let go of 50 .
megawatts of cheap power from the
Hanford nuclear 'installation, and. it
assumed in its calculations that MPC
still had that power.

The effect, at least on the books,
was to make Colstrip 3 unnecessary.
But Sullivan ruled that such
substitutions-of commission judgment
for MPC judgment were illegal, and he

Maki"g it easy for the layperson.
National Wearher Service meteor-

ologist William J. Alder in Salt Lake
City recently explained to rhe Deseret
News wh~ Utah:s· climate, after'
several wet years, is becoming dry:
"Mother Nature tries to balance
herself out .. ,

threw ou t the ruling and the
methodology.

Colstrip 3 is especially interesting
because it has been opposed for 10
years by local ranchers, who saw the
coal mine - power plant complex as a
death threat to their economy and
culture. But in less dramatic form, the
same fights over who will pay for
currently unneeded power plants
exist throughout the West.

The siruation was caused by a drop
in growth rates even as power plants
started in the 1970s have come on line.
Alrhough the five planned WPPSS
plants in the state of Washington are
the best known of the problems, there
are many others, and in trying to sell
Colstrip 4, Montana Power Company
will find itself competing with an army
of other utilities also trying to unload
excess power. For example, Deseret
Generation and Transmission in Utah
ls attempting to sell large chunks of its
new Bonanza plant.

According to a draft 1985 report by •
the Northwest Power Planning
Council, the surplus (the Northwest
alone has several rhousand unneeded
megawatts out of a total supply of
15,000 megawatts) could .last through
the end of the century. Earlier, the·
Council saw the surplus as a
short-term phenomenon rhat would be
eaten up by growrh.

Should rapid growth occur, and
use up the surplus, the Council still
hopes to avoid construction"of power
plants. Its priorities, based on cost,
are to supply additional electriciry
through conservation, hydroelectric
plants and cogeneration, before
turning to new p<:,werplants.

··Ed Marslo"
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Feds may again eye a Canyonlands dump
Utah may be back in the running

for a high level nuclear dump. The
Department of Energy says it _is
considering changing the ranking
procedures used to select the site of
the country's first nuclear waste burial
ground. DOE may decide to assign
greater weight to long. term strengths
such as geology and lesser weight to
"preclosure" issues such as socio-
economic impacts and environmental
quality.

I That means Davis Canyon, which
is less than a mile from Canyonlands
National Park in Utah, could move up
in the rankings. When the DOE
released its draft environmental
assessments last December (HeN,
1/21/85), Davis Canyon tied with Deaf
Smith County, Texas, and Richton,
Mississippi, at the top of the category
for geohydrology. In geochemistry,
Davis Canyon was rated number two
along with Deaf Smith County and
Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Under the
guideline for rock characteristics,
Davis Canyon came up- number one
again, tied with Richton.

Although not among the three
favored sites ranked by DOE last year,
Davis Canyon could rise to the top if
the new criteria are adopted, says
Patrick Spurgin, director of Utah's
high level nuclear waste office. The
highest ranked sites would be targeted
for intensive "site characterization"
studies, which require the sinking of

'Needles'Dislrict, Canyonlands National Park

two 12-foot-wide shafts 3,000 feet
deep and a work, force of 406 over a
five-year period.

DOE recently told the House
Subcommittee on Energy, Conserva-
tion and Power that changes in
ranking methods were under discus-
sion because or" comments received
after the environmental assessments
were released on nine sites. Critics
on a National 'Academy of Sciences
board said greater weight needed to
be given to factors involved with safe,
long-term isolation of radioactive

wastes, The three top sites in DOE's
draft assessments were Hanford,
Washington; Texas and Yucca
Mountain, Nevada.

In a strong editorial, the Deseret
News in Salt Lake City, Utah,
disagreed. Any action by DOE to
change its ranking strategy would be
"unacceptable" and a "travesty," the
newspaper said, adding that five years
of drilling and earth-moving near
Canyonlands would devastate the
tourist economy.

--Betsy Marston

Oil well near Glacier stopped at 11th hour
The Interior Board of Land

Appeals has o-verturned the Bureau of
Land Management's Jan. 31 decision
to issue a permit allowing an
exploratory oil well to be drilled in
Montana just three miles from Glacier
National Park's southern boundary.

The ruling indicates that federal
agencies did a less-rhan-adequare job
of examining potential impacts on
grizzly habitat from oil drilling in the
Lewis and Clark National Forest.

After the permit was issued to the
American Petrofina Co. for its Hall
Creek well 10 miles southwest of the
town of East Glacier, appeals were
filed in February by the National arid
Montana Wildlife .Federations, the

Glacier-Two Medicine Alliance and
the Blackfoot Tribe. r

The successful appeal will have
far-reaching effects, says Tom France,
an attorney for the National Wildlife
Federation. "If you're going to have
oil and gas development, it has 'to be
done with all the planning out in front.
That's the significance of the decision;
you cannot leave loose ends dangling
and' hope that you'll tie them up
later. "

France adds that the Interior
Department's appeals board has sent
a strong message to the Forest Service
and BLM concerning furure drilling on
the Rocky Mountain Front. The
message is that the region is prime

Ferret controversy continues
Biologist Tim Clark recently

released a report on the endangered
black-footed ferret that revealed the
population had dropped 60 p,,\cent in
a year from 128 to just 52. Clark and
researchers from his company Biota
did their surveys of the ferrets in
Meeteetse, Wyoming, by making
spotlight checks at night. ' .

Harry Harju,chief biologist for
Wyoming's Game arid Fish Depart-
ment, however, said there is no cause
for alarm. Clark's srudy is flawed

.because "fewer people worked fewer
hours" and failed to duplicate
procedures used last year. Already,
Harju said, a check by state officials
has found 61 ferrets, not 52.

Harju, who has been irate at most
press coverage of the ferret issue, said
recent stories had also blown up the
dangers of plague infesting prairie
dogs -- the ferret's food supply -- at
Meeteetse. He said population
fluctuations are normal and that in any
case there is no established base for

what the usual number of ferrets
living in the prairie dog town is.
"Everybody is in a panic ... (but) we're
not out of ferrets."

, A much·discussed, captive breed-
ilJg effort will begin in Wyoming this
month, Harju added. Plans' call for
selecting two ferrets, and then four
more the following week if the animals
adjust well at the state's Sybille
Wildlife Research Unit. Harju said if
population studies document that the
ferret population can tolerate the
withdrawals, six more animals will be
sent for breeding to a Smithsonian
Instirution facility at Front Royal,
Virginia.

Harju said pressure from "eastern
conservationists" has been intense for
captive breeding of the world's only
known black-footed ferret population.

,"We've moved fast considering the'
ferrets were only found four years
ago, ., he said. .

--Betsy Marston

grizzly habitat and must be protected
in order to comply with the
Endangered Species Act. The grizzly
is listed as a threatened species. The
decision sends the case back to the
BLM, which must deal with issues
raised by the environmental groups
before the permit can be issued.

The appeal argued that the BLM
failed to analyze the cumulative
impacts of mining and logging in the
area, and that questions about law
enforcement to prevent poaching of
grizzlies had not been considered.

Drilling in the area would mean
additional roads and easier access for
poachers. The Hall Creek area can
support about 25 bears, but only six
are probably living there now. No one
knows for "certain how many grizzlies
have been killed by poachers.

American Petrofina Co. was
scheduled to begin work on the 13,500
foot well on July I, but the projectwas
delayed pending Interior's ruling.

--john Holt

~~~
Will hispersonal w1fehelp with the

campaign?
In a story about the race for

Republican Congressman Ron Mar.
lenee's seat in eastern Montana, the
Great Falls Tribune reported: "The
Democrat plans to use his personal
plane and van to campaign and
intends to use some of his personal
money to finance the campaign ... "

What's the fine for speding by the
English language?

A New York Times story on radar
detectors in autos quotes a member of
the state police of Virginia as saying:
''The public has gotten to the point
where they're pretty open in their
concealment" of the detectors.
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THINNER UPS CALLED FOR

Dear HeN,

Susan Brater misses and at the
same time, .....makes my point about
Kathleen Ferris' Hollywood headshot
(HCN, 7/22 and 8/19). Let me try to
'make my point more clear. I didn't
question Ferris' intellectual capacity
(Ms. Brater's words)-- 1 questioned
Ferris' public relations-skills.

We live in a world of image.
Obviously my letter .provoked Ms.
Brater, who thought I was attacking
Ferris because she's female My

_ words led Ms. Brarer to form an image
of what I meant that had more to do
with her own agenda than mine.

All I meant to say was that any
public figure (that means male or
female, Ms. Brarer) must be conscious
of image. Sending out a Hollywood
headshor of a new Arizona water
"czar" is a dumb thing to do if your
constituents !include conservative
farmers and ranchers. That image,
whether of the dumb male hunk or the
voluptuous female beaury may well
interfere with a person's ability to
establish credibility. -

A photograph of Ferris looking
more businesslike and less full-lipped
would have been better. Males are
constrained, too, lest Ms. Brater get
excited again. Male public figures
generally have to wear business suits,

.Dot muscle t-shirts or punk haircuts.
females 'generally have to wear suits,
too. Both sexes have to have' reserved
. 'competent" looking expressions in
pbotographs, Sure it's all BS -vbur it's
part df the game of winning friends
and influencing people!

Like it or not, in the real world,
people form impressions from visual
images. People make decisions about
intellectual capacity and qualifications
based on the tiniest of evidence. like
a photograph. I didn't mean to say

, that's right; I do mean to say that's
how it is. For a public figureto ignore
that is a blunder. ~

Lwonder ifMs. Brater would have
attacked me if Ms. ' Ferris had been
Mr. Ferris and he had an
inappropriate photograph of 'himself
as a handsome hunk?

So relax,' Ms. Brater, I'm not a
sexist. If you think I can't question a

.female public figure's t'R skills:
though, maybe youare.

As for my own photo -- I'm not a
public figure and my image is part of
my privacy. Besides, I wouldn't want
it to distract you .- positively or
negatively -- from considering 'my
argument.

J ackde Golia
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

OVERSHOES NEEDED
Dear HCN,

Robert McPhee is dead right
regarding Gov. Lamm's reversal on
water policies (HCN, 8/19/85).
It may have kept him in office for three
terms, but I remember how he
crapped on the environmentalists who
worked hard to elect him, Thus, it was
when I listened to him at Gunnison, I
felt a real need for my five-buckle'
overshoes.

Jake Kittle
Golden, Colorado
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the whole of the moon as it passes, the fallen
petals of roses crushed into a powder,
this sort.of.a-song v,
that rattle" my heart in its singing. . ". ",

••L. •
,

NO,cl CAN'T touch these mountains·.
I haw: no word for the lot!i shadOws of saguaros
lengthened by the full moon of April. I've seen
how'you wrap these mountains in highways, how
the natural numbers of Sonora accumulate
until you suddenly realize
they always total zero. At 4 a.m.
when the traffic dies and the moon embraces the Pacific,
I'm up
and drinking coffee, my nose in George Seferis,
Whatever you told me, I bad to learn it by ear,
I had to memorize the touch -- I couldn't believe my eyes.

st~
But it's not about a desert. No; ',,,,5
I can't reach your mountains, Ibave no word c

for these highways wrapping a heart for storage.
When the moon returns
bulging with its promises. and warnings,
I will bave no word that can name them. The toads
that lead back from Sonora as though from the ancient temple'
arc/a song. a choir sings
in a long-forgotten language, the long body of our dreaming,
a lattice-work' for rose-vines blooming by inward light
our eyes were made for seeing. And now,
in the harsh first light of day,
the mockingbirds sing gloriae, gloriae abSurdus. - ."'3
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How· else to account for fingers that touched me once
and then vanished -- of course they were roses
dying of the sun, they were songs doves sang
to begin another moming. It's always that ~
exacdy: the untouchable other world
that touches us most deeply. Paris lay down
with.a shadow, he lay down with an empty runic:
and ,thousands died, but they-didn't die
for Helen. It was no glJddess. or mortal
they died for: not Helen, but the idea of Helen betrayed them,
And,surely this desert is awomap who knows

GodJfust iDvented blood':"';;" ,":' • <., .• ''''q ,. , ,
and 'then the thirst for bl;,oo,'th&t each man is .a:Y~:..J Y~:;;);:
who returns, anonymous, clutching an empty runic.· ., • . ·JI''''· .j
To speak of the desert Imust return ""i" .

to the Ancients, to the memory of sOme unspeakable failure.. .

I WISH I could have made that-place
for you .... down there - , "
among the marsh grass and PI1tJ1~.• -blooming thistle
aod scorchbroom where eye\:r0ne. ".' •.• , c ,
dumps beer cans and broken roysand wluitever

. is passing from their lives. Now
you and I have passed.

I
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To a blue heron
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Even to speak of Troy -.
in this city inSooora, even to ~am of Troy, -- it ishrutal.
So I rise, old somnophobiac, before the day ~gins,
to write in the blood of our race, to save
what cannot possibly be saved. and now
the first songbirds long before dawn, mockingbirds
addi:heir gloriae, gJoriae to the moming.

I might have been.drunk or hung over,
but hurting at any rate . ".' ..
when I pulled over and sto~
the truck to walk out into the moonlight
in the fog, shivering
with some cold

-more internal than the weather.

. '

* I would gladly .
have been a woman for you
if you could have been a man. I would. .
have gathered you into my arms and held
you tight against my breast
like a dying child for ,want
of another life. But you were still
in the night, and far away.

Nihil Obstat

* *
SOMETIMES the dove, that old cliche,
is more a moan than a song
when it sings woe, woe, and huddles on its limb.
A veil of fragile clouds
marbles the eastern sky. In Alexandria, they say,
it's the nightingale that wounds us. Here, we listen
to the terrible silence of the past, the enormous cost
of our decision to forget. Yesterday. as you trirhmed
a dying bougainvillea, you pointed .
across the way to another, ~ntirely in b~ossom.---
"They like the sun," you said, "and this one
gets very little." Dh, it was the color of blood,
it was beautiful all right.

Off on a hill above the fog,
a nighthawk beeped, Below, a few tall spruce
combed out the hair of mist.
I didn't know what Iwanted,
though I Knew I would die

c lor the asking. And you, too, are
dying, but you have more grace
than to sing it.

THE BEES are building stairways toward heaven.
Soon the world will cloud over and the bees
will fall silent and die among the dead blossoms
of scotchbroom and thistle.

We who often buzz
among our own works will not listen. This
is called natural history and is left

. for specialists to explain. Someday everything
will be explained in the footnotes of basalt .
and granite. in igneous thumbprints
of another century.

For now, thertis the song
September sings to wl!lcorn~ home: the autumn.
Wf' cannot save the bees, We cannot save
each other.

The birds of prey that sra,gr;er
down the skies will wait for us
or the other end of history,

as ":\'~, [tu..'1g
by the brevity of our song, enter
the resonant long corridor of dying light
that leads us not toward heaven,

but toward home.

Andl wanted to give you a flower, but the garden
was all weeds, there were no roses, no asphodels
for me to bring to ease our mutual regret,
only these Jew coarse words
an <lId man sings in' a broken voice when he's humbled
by a desert. There's a desert
each of us endures. It's beautiful there
and deadly. Whatever we give away
comes back to us, it's true I so I brin you

All it will take is one old man
fishing alone in the water, one woman
rocking alone in the dark, a moment I
of silenc~ like a monument in the middle of
the day, and we will. be iorgotten.
Iwouldn't chaoge that
for a thing. \

___ ..__ \..__•__ "'........., .."...,""""" r__ "'·..'.... ...~"' .._m...m.....__ .. ~

All poems in this feature arefrom Fatal Pleasure,
Breitenbush Publications, except "Friend" which.
is previously unpublished. Thanks to th~ following: c

Columbia for "Nihil Obstat," and Hanging Loose
for' 'Kah rai Purgatorio. " Copyright Sam Hamill,
1985. .
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from Requiem

poetry by SamHamill

for Kennetb Rexro~1i.190J·I982

.,

, 1HE DEAD of summer and nothing moves,
not the sky of weathered slate '
, nor the faces of strangers
pasted in their rooms, above the sued,
expressionless or strained. The joyous intervals
that pass us by are mute, conimitted-now· . . ."
to memoty's coldest cells. Once,
the Poet sang, OIIU ""'1. And then
. no JIlOle? The murky tide
thar washed my feet draws slowly.
back to sea. The young couple in the doorway"

, linger to embrace. This, and then the earth?
, I

,'.'

Friend
It's barely October, but almost
over night, it's autumn ..

A few lank strands of sunlight.
dangle through the clouds,

The hawks stopped circling meadows .
and 'moved towardtrecs wnere varmiilts -nest, ',; , \

building secret places' for the winter. '
The days grow uter"and·shadows last forever.'

Iwould like to sit outside today,
to drag my rocker DUNO the deck and sit

and listen to yoUr stories.
I would like to sit outside in 'my rocker

and pour you a glass of bourbon ..
See, back in that corner,

in the shadows of the cedar,
you see that small ] ap maple?

It turned yellow and red last Tuesday.
Monday, it was vermillion.

I love that goddamned tree. Autumn here
is otherwise so subtle, '

But good storytelling weather .. cool
,'enough in the evening to enjoya little, fire"

a morning chill
to stir the bloodto labor.

Yesterday was berries on the beach.
I dozed beside a.fire and heard
or dreamed foghorns on a summer afternoon
like sirens enticing us
toWard reefs
hidden by.the waves, I woke then
chilly and afraid. The dead weight we carry
like an ancient grief is ours
because we will it ", the lonely burden
of the verb to be as it becomes, attached
to living, or alive, day by day. So it's not to say
we can't, or won't,
go on. But on this earth,' in

the middle of our trespass, we 'are
invisible, we are only shadows ,,"., "
sliding into night, pausing to give names
to the things that, shape our passing: s"g"""",
tbimble-berry, """'rone. Or .htzrity .•
Or love. Tell me it isn't fruitless, this moment'
in whicb Keith] arrett breaks
,my heart from a phonograph, or that moment .:" ,.
10Dg ago when I~was Iosr ...in c -v ... ~ OJ". {'!".;<i,:~~.,1.~·t·~\~:-)

Beethoven's great pastoral as the wind"
swept ayay the desert, endlessly.

Ob, it's not th;suii'i ~Otsliip,''''-'.~ . r:»':;L~- :,ru ~C!:"~'~:,
but the hour. For now,"'sit here. ·";~"~;{ir(..;-~<'"':r,,;~;'l~~.'~-~f'~~
. !~~.-~s..;~...,.....,.~.,',.,,;j_,~- 0,,-,,':'1" _".....::;. ;..~"" ¥',"- ....~\ ",,,::\~,~,,,,..s

dC~~ : .,'<~ .•• ~,;~:'~

, It is a kindness when
two old friends can be together, quiet. s

This fine-October'air"is<dliii, -\,'i<L~c <

friend, to share. Contemplation

So long as the tongue can
open to the vowel, so long as We can rise into
each day .jUSt once, rise, and: rising, .,.",,-
move the hand
to act, it remains for us to praise:
the fine red dust that covers Escalante,
light rain or mist of summer
on the coast, almond groves
of the northern San]oaquin, the clarity
of temple bells, Kyoto
after rain. Could Ifeel
the fingers that brushed my lips
just once,
so very long ago, then
,I could praise.

...

is both our gendest· and
our most awesome power.

I
/. "

Goodbye, we say, meaning
happy passing, .
or ki,fd beyond. But we
are only shadows
pausing as we pass high over the earth to say
our little praise. The old madrone
that trembles in the wind
can't help us, the absolute calm of animal eyes at night
cannot be our cairn. But once, once
leaning in a door
that opens the other world. we pass
our moment,
and suddenly know the earth
that we ·were a part of, once.

, latest books ace Nigh! Traveling: Poems from tbe
C/Jinese. translations of classical Chinese poems,
and Fatal Pleesure. A meticulous publisher, he
runs Copper Canyon Press in Port Towns_end,
Washington.

,l )_

Kab Tat Purgatorio ,
ICOULD carry a lime boat out
through sandy hillocks and marsh grass
and slip it into the water and slide
over that blue-green glass in silence.

I 'could cruise the water-course of winds
around this small lagoon where .
terns nestle into .shadows and herons wade.
I could, I could. .

Iwant, like this little body of water,
to let my body reflect the stars and moons
of midnight. I want to lie that still.
I've seen this water calm as a dreamy boy.

But' then I' d have to, sooner or later,
return. And doing so, I'd have to choose,
and any bank I chose
would be the world, .

\
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Sam Hamill is a poet of great i11ldligence and deep. ,
emotion. As Thomas McGrath observed, "He is
one of our best." A resident of the West and Pacific
Northwest, he has published' ppetry. essays and
translations which combine a feel for the land and
an embrace of poetry as a human tradition. His ··C.L. Rawlins
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Sawing through toanother world
worth. I was willing to work at -a trainee's salary,
and a deal was struck. '

My lack-of experience bothered me mor-e than
it did him. The first day, Pipher told me he had

......just enough time to show me how to grease the
machinery, start it up, stop it, and run a few logs
through. Then he had to go move some cows.
"You'll do okay as long as you don't do anything
too fast," he assured me.

We started by clambering over the machinery,
him naming the moving parts and pointing out
grease fittings while.J tried to take notes and
figure out what the hell he was talking about. To
one raised in the cosmetic technology of 19505
America, the mill was not impressive at first
scrutiny, either from a distance or close up. Like
most mills of its genre, it had been assembled out
of spare parts .. old scrap iron, barnyard relics,
antique tractor transmissions, army surplus,
baling wire, and other oddments usually classified
as "junk."

"Junk," I came to learn, was a touchy word
around Pipher. A former employee of the mill told
me that the rancher had once fired a man, on the
spot, for muttering something about "junk" while
repairing a breakdown. But Pipher himself used
the term a few months later, when I made a
c~mment about the venerable antiquity and
possible ancesrry of an old Hough front-loader we
were rrying to resurrect for use in the logyard.
"The trouble with you damn hippies," he said, a
hippie referring to anyone younger than he from
outside of the valley, "you just don't understand
junk."

turned the nation into a veritable junk heaven;
and that sawmill had been assembled by a friend
of Pipher's who was one of the best of narural
mechanics. Give him a cutting torch, welder,
grinder, some hand tools and a box of nuts and
bolts, and the natural resources piled behind any
barn in America, and he could come up with a
usable version of anything you needed," from a
tractor set to a satellite dish. Had] esus Christ told
-him in person that you can't make a silk purse out
of a sow's ear, he would have taken it as a
challenge. "Depends on how big an ear you start
with, and how big a purse you want."

But I knew none of this that first day -- didn't
know that good machinery needs to mature like
good wine, and might take as long to break. in- as it
takes bad machinery to break down. To me, that
day, it all looked merely old and a little precarious.
And nothing looked older or more precarious than

- the focal point of that sawmill, the saw itself.
It was a circular saw, not large as such things

go: four feet in diameter. But it did not look flat
and hard, like the little blade in my skillsaw;
instead, it looked a little warped, dished
alarmingly floppy, .in fact, and relaxed.
mentioned this to Pipher.

"That's right," he said. He went over to the
saw, grabbed it between a couple of its chisel-like
teeth, and shook it: the saw flexed, bawong,
bawong, like a big heavy-duty pizza pan. "It
doesn't stand up till it's revving at speed -- 720
rpm."

Doesn't "stand up?" My experience with steel
had left me with the impression of something
solid, hard, and rigid; but I learned _. and was to
learn more thoroughly in the weeks ahead .• that a
piece of steel four feet in diameter, spinning at 720
rpm, acts more like a big piece of rubber, Under
that much centrifugal force, its outer molecules
tend to spread apart a little. So in order for a saw
to be run flat and true at its operating speed, it has .
to be hammered into a slightly cupped shape at
rest.

He showed me: we fired up the diesel
generator, then threw the "head-rig" switch; the
generator .groaned, lugged down as the. big old
electric motor began to turn the saw. For'about
U uneasy seconds the saw picked up speed
with a sound that can best be described as

by George Sibley

"'VThen I went to work in Luce Pipher'sW ~awmI11 on Crystal Creek, III western
Colorado, I couldn't help but remember

the advice that was as much a pan of my
Pennsylvania mill- town adolescence "as the five
0' dock whistles at the factories down by the river:
"Work hard in-school and get a good education, or
you'll end- up in the mill." Sawmill, steel mill,
paper mill-- what kind ofmill didn't matter. Every
town had one or two, acid each served the
secondary function of winnowing out young people
convinced that they didn't want to "end up" in
them. Common wisdom was that it was all (00 easy
to surprise death with an atrophied mind, with
nothing to show for a life of work but a mountain of
logs or milled paper.

I did work hard in school, and I got a college
education ,- and recently, in what has been a very
varied career, I found myself working in a sawmill.
At the time, I had been living in or near the

"Colorado mountain forests for 15 years, and I
had always been tangibly involved with trees:
fighting fires, building furnirure and houses,
filling up hundreds of pounds of paper with
various excretions of mind and' body. My life was
surrounded by trees ,as trees, and inextricably
bound up with trees changed into a thousand other.
-rhings. Sowhen I learned that the new husband of
an old friend had a small sawmill and was looking
for a sawyer. it seemed like the most obvious thing
in the world to go there, to spend a little time 'in
the changing-phase, as it were, between the tree
and the tree product.

As sawmills go, it was a small one, designed to
cut between a quarter million and half a million
board feet of lumber a year. I have since visited
sawmills that cut and planed that much lumber in
a single shift. -For Pipher, the rough-cut owner,
lumber production wasn't even cop priority; he.
was first and foremost a cattle rancher, and all he
.wanted out of the mill was a little dependable
income to help even out the fiscal vagaries of the
cattle business. I was lookingfor _,job, and he was
looking for a sawyer. I wasn't a sawyer, but then
he didn't want to pay what a real sawyer was

•

O,ve~the rw.0 ye~s I worked at that sawmill, I
punk I did gam at least a journeyman's

. appreciation of junk, which I now know to
be perhaps the last remaining valuable resource to
beJound in abundance in America -- specially on a.
working farm. "If you wanr a piece of wire," the
rancher said on another occasion (kicki.....Jgoff a
piece that had just tangled itself around his boot),
"just take ten steps in any direction."

For a natural mechanic .• and they are, I' think,
the real artists of a technical age .- the
combination of great wealth and scanty
imagination that has. marked the American
industrial mainstream since World War II has

/..
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"beating against the air." Then, all at once, it
"stood up," visibly straightened out, and the
sound of beating against the air changed to a
smooth hissing whirr.

I spent quite a bit of time over the next few
months just learning how to keep that flexible
structure, that collective convocation of molecules,
hissing smoothly. Mostly this was a matter of
learning how, and how often, to sharpen the saw's
teeth. Unlike the teeth on a skillsaw blade, a mill
saw has replaceable teeth that are a little thicker
_than the saw itself, and which operate like little
chisels, striking the wood at about tOOmiles per
hour. When the teeth are ground sharp with a
straight edge, the saw makes a sharp sna-a-acking
sound going into the wood, and, everything else
being more or less in tune, the cut is smooth,
straight, and seemingly effortless.

But when the teeth are dull, or chipped by. a
rock in the bark (big mills have debarkers for this
reason), or crookedly sharpened, all sorts of
increasingly ugly things begin to happen. The saw
lugs down in the wood; you can hear everything
working harder. But worse, as one side of those
chisel-edged teeth grows duller than the other,
that big flexible plane of whirling steel begins to
"run in" or "run out" on the cut, wandering
maybe one half to three fourths of an inch off its
true course. This makes the boards come off the
log with strange' and varying dimensions, and it
causes one side or the"other of the saw to rub
against the log, creating friction and heat.

Most saws .. ours included, when the pipes
weren't frozen ~.have a thin jet of water playing on
them to help keep them cool, but twelve square'
feet of steel rubbing all the way along the length of
a sixreen-focr-Iong log can generate a powerful lot
of frictional heat. And when part of the saw gets
hot, that part wants to expand, throwing the
delicate molecular balance of carefully calculated
centrifugal expansion all out of whack, warping
the metal. Ap. overheated saw lets you know with a
low threatening mutter as it begins to beat against
the air. If that early mutter is ignored and the log
is run into the saw again without giving the metal
time to cool, then a most frightening kind of hell.is
certain to break loose about halfway through the'
cut, as the saw begins to warp seriously.

Words hardly describe the banging horror of
tOO-plus pounds of hot steel oscillating chaotically
at 720 rpm, but it should not be difficult to imagine
the reluctance with which one approaches this
raucous demon for the first time -- or fortieth --
with a can of water or handful of snow to cool it
down. Amazingly, after only a few moments'
application of something cold and wet to suck the
heat out, the warp begins to disappear, the noise
abates, and the saw grows rational again as order
is restored to its ranks of molecules.

So I learned quickly enough that even though
sharpening is a tedious job, the qualiry of both the
lumber and the cutting depended on it. absolutely.
Hit a rock at, say, eleven o'clock and try to saw on
through lunchtime before shutting everything
down to sharpen, and it would be one long, lousy
hour. If you ever look at rough-cut lumber that
varies more than three eighths of an inch in its
dimensions from one end to the other, you are
probably buying lumber cut during an hour like
that -- lumber that was quite literally born in an
atmosphere of very palpable "bad vibes." Don't
build it into your walls. .

For the first few months I was pretty well
occupied learning the basics, but eventually I was
able to relax a little .. stand back, metaphorically
speaking, and ftgure out what was really going on
here. . .

From the beginning I had been totally
fascinated by the visual magic of making
the first cut on a log: there was the log on

the carriage and there was the saw; I moved the
log into the saw's space ... and 10 and behold,
except for the sudden increase of noise J it seemed
as if the log and the saw were occupying the same
space without affecting each other, holographic
images just passing through each other .. until I
completed the cut and the slab fell away from the
log, exposing the illusion and showing the \log
forever changed.

They didn't even seem to be of the sarne world,
the log and the saw. The lines and surfaces of the
log were all shaggy, textured, rounded, and

weathered .. the lines of least resistance and long
accommodation to internal and external forces like
wind, storm, the tree's own growth, gravity. But
the saw .. like the saw's cut so strikingly
emblazoned on the log -- was all hard lines,
smooth surfaces, and sharp edges. And most
distinctive of all was its motion: the 'saw didn't
really become a saw until it stood up hissing at 720
rpm.

In the middle of one of those slabbing cuts one
day, my mind flashed back some twenty years to a
high-school geometry class, and some picture's in
the text: line drawings of Euclid's plane, passing
like a pane of glass throughcones and cylinders to
illustrate the "conic sections." In the book, the
pictures seemed quite abstract, inherently fun but
devoid of reality. Watching the saw snack its. way
through the log, its centrifugal stability not altered
or deterred by knots or bends, I realized that the
saw vias geometry incarnate; the powerful
evocation of an abstraction found nowhere .in
nature but in the mind of man.

Luce PIpher

The intersection of the saw and the log,
however, was not an intersection of abstract
shapes like the conic-section pictures in the
textbook. The saw could adequately be described
in terms of abstract ideas and designs made real -.
but the log? The log came from a tree, the stem of
a tree, which one could-visualize as- a greatly -
elongated cone, although there was no way to put
together abstract conceptions and designs and
come up with a tree.

So the saw truly was a juncture of two worlds.
On my side of the saw were the logs: rough barky
elements of a naturally evolved world whose
shapes and textures were all derived from ages of
ad hoc cooperation, competition, accommodation,
and small instances of genetic inspiration. But on
the other side, beyond the saw, were the logs
changed into boards: all lines and planes and hard
edges for assembly into the shapes ilOd textures
and objects found nowhere iii the world before
man carne along. Euclid's Gate between worlds ..
that's what the saw was, and I was the keeper of
the gate.

Watching the lumber as it dried in the yard,
however, 1 realized that Euclid would not have
been entirely pleased with the transformation at
the gate. Too much of the tree carne through.
Knots that violated the smooth grain of the plane,
or even dried and fell out, splits working in from
the end, four. or five different kinds of warping ...
that world of lines and planes which is assembled
so seamlessly and effortlessly in our minds
demands uniform,' predictable, regular, and
interchangeable parts to become manifest around,
and trees have" some serious limitations in that

. regard. Especially trees that grow on
mountainsides, where snowcreep, rock shift,
erosion, and gnawing and trampling of teeth and
hooves and feet interfere with their determination
to grow straight up into the eye of graviry. Those

trees exposed to persistent winds grow more
trunkwood and branches on the lee side. Part of
being a good sawyer is learning to read each log
for its own unique problems and possibilities, and
recognizing that every tree is individual. Once,
when Iwas cutting butt logs from the base of a
gnarled old Douglas fir, the tree squeezed down on
the saw so powerfully that the generator started to

- stall and Iwas forced to make a fast and noisy
retreat from the cut. There was just too much
inner tension in an otherwise "normal" tree. In
general, no matter how well one saws, some of a
tree's history in the natural wotld will evenually
surface as a carpener'sproblem in the man-made
world. Not everything will pass smoothly through
Euclid's Gate.

There was a period of nine months or a year
when I enjoyed the work at the sawmill
tremendously. Once I had learned all the

separate little tasks that went into the larger task
of getting logs through the gate between worlds , I
found myself starting to blend the different tasks
together, at first unconsciously but then
deliberately. I wanredro try to integrate all the
jobs involved in sawing up a log into a single
smooth operation, from deciding how to fix the log
on the carriage for the first cut to sawing apart the
last two boards of the "cant."1 found myself able
to receive and process information simultaneously
through eyes, ears, and fingertips, and answer the
information immediately wirh appropriate action.
On some days, it all worked ioward such a sense of
oneness with the machinery that it became quite

'\., . .
exhilarating, more play than work -- a harmonious,
efficient movement that was like dancing with the
wood.

After a time, however, that sense of oneness
began to deteriorate with increasing frequency. I'
found myself losing patience with logs that had the
temerity to be crooked, knotty, or stressed with' the
environmental influences that I knew would lead to
warped boards no matter how well I sawed them.
I remember a day when we were cutting up a load
of lime aspen trees into mine props .. I got so irate
that) started to slam the carriage back and forth,
forcing the logs into the saw faster than was
sensible or safe, until finally some kind of internal
safety circuit closed in the part of the machine that
was me, and I shut down the saw. I left the
sawshed for a minute, and looked across the
'creekbcttom pastures to a slope not a quarter mile
distant that was covered with living aspen,
admiring the subtle adroitness' with which their
limp-stemmed leaves manipulated light to set
.whole hillsides to shimmering, and wondered what
the hell they thought they lived for, since it so'
clearly didn't fit into a Euclidean destiny.

I left the sawmill after two years, happy to have
been there for what there was to learn, but also
glad that I wasn't ending up there. Statistics
indicate that most mill accidents happen not to'
newcomers but to people who have been too long
in the mill. They start to put themselves through
the gates, as it were: fingers, feet, and hands .-
and all the knotty warped slices that come off the
soul when one hangs around too long after Starting
to feel like just another piece of machinery.

Still, I think that at some point probably every
person has to go through one of those gates,
balanced between natural random clutter and
some mind-designed conception of a more proper
and fitting order for everything. I loved geometry
in school.I liked rediscovering it at the mill, but'l
arn worried that too much time in a Euclidean
environment .. all the rough evolved textures and
shapes of accommodative narure sliced down to
smooth planes and predictable angles .. might
eventually reduce me, as much as it reduces a
tree, to a contoured two-by-four.

So what now? Which gate to look at next? I
think of the Buddha, who sat down under a tree
and found the portals to a personal peace on earth
that millions have embraced. Or Newton, who sat
down under a tree and discovered the gateway to
the Industrial Revolution. The example seems
clear: Ithink Iwill go sit down under a tree for a
while.

This essay is reprinted by permission of New
Age. Copyright 1984 by George Sibley. All rights
reserved.
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Cuttirig the
forests down to
Jeffersonian size

E Intry into •• and exit from ..
:rhls end of the lumber

- , industry spectrum is relatively
painless. Capital investments are
usually modest, and some of the
equipment is useful in other aspects of
a farm or conuacting operation. For
emp!oyees,thewqesare low, labor is
uOOrpnized,and 'workina COltditioos
.... ~&oai the <·Jackechi,jcitl -to' the'

.1!II•••••• i11i1I1]11•• IIII.~~''.,,~~-~;~~.~r;~:~-~'r~'.~

by George Sibley

W'herher a sawmill like" Luce
Pipher's (see accompanying
article) should be regarded as

"typical" o( the 'Ipmber industry
depends on what, you are looking for.
As sawmills go, it is probably quite
typical of the majority of mills: more'
than three-fourths of the sawmills in
the nation are ,smalt like. Pipher's,
producing under a million board-feet
of lumber a year with fe':l.er than 10
employees.. - ,

But if it is lumber production per
se you are interested in .- then all of
those small mills rogether-: produce
less . than a 'fourth of, the annual
natiot1~~umber output. AlrilOsthalf of '~
the total output is produced by less
than 5 percent of the sawmills: the big
mills that eachptoduceat least 10
million board-feet of lumbet a year

f "" •
,r, . ..:',"""" ~ ,

.,-:-.:~":~'7~',.

with the help of 100 to 1000 employees
(see Glenn Oakley's article, on
Horseshoe Bend).

The best way to make sense of an
industry that has so mu~hof its
activity clustered at the _extremes"
might be to think of,-it as twd's~patate
industries which just happen [to
produce approximately .the same'
product. One industry 'is' made up-of a
few hundred big" sawmills: _and' the'
"big~show' ~,~iOgg1h:g tb-rttrac:t6r'('that1:

supply the;". The big riiiJl'S' are- iistiiilly
integrated with at.Jeast.a planing mill
and maybe a beam:'laminatinnilant or
pallet factory or' [e~"n' a pulp-and •.
paper complex. ,-Most of ,.these
complexes are located ~utsid;; of the
major urban areas, -,since economic
necessity requires them "tobe ~~~~close,
to the timber as possible.' ~~!"they

. supply urban and suburban, :nr1ukets:
on a regional, natioruu- ~and > even:- . ~
international scale., Moreover, .. they-
are thorollghly tied in- with regional
and national networks of financing;
transportation and the like. An-dthey'
concentrate labor In:-"a way thar. lends
itself to labor orgariiza~ion, just as in
any other urban industry.

These giants are as different as can
be from the "co~t.age industry" made
up of thousands of small sawmills,c~nd
the small·scale, part-time loggers who
supply them. Occasionally these mills
are "vertically integrated" .with a
small planing mill, pallet plant. or
some other wood· related industry.
Usually their economic integration is
"horizontal:" they, are tied in with a
farm or ranch, a iocal~ construction
outfit, a garage or machine shop, or
something else that the mill owner just
happens to do on the basis of his or her
skills or interests.

'r \
I

11

The relationship between employer
and employee is usua lly either
"friends or family," sometimes both.
And the marginal nature of the mills is
so obvious that "exploitation" doesn't
fir-the situation at all.

PiPher's "Figure 3 Ran';;h arid
Sa*ihill" ~b6v~ lClr~Wf~id in w~stern
Colorado' is' if cl~s~it eli";"!?le. Pip.her
is firsr and for~1fib'~¥li'-c~W-e1n~(nl(for i.
whom the sawmill ii.- supplemental
income, as well as a' way ;of meeting
his own needs for calving barns,
fencing -materials and the Iike ---not to
mention . a'. restless penchant for
building houses, of which he now has
four or five, used by whichever of his
five sons and-daughters are living and
working at home .

," In 'audition to the cattle, the
sawmill and the hay he has to raise for
winter.feeding the cattle, in· the
evening after the sawmill closes he or
one of his sons or daughters changes
the log·forks on the mill's front.loader
for a bucket, and scoops gravel out of
the creek bottom on the ranch to sell
locally. Weekends, they subcontract
the levelling of house foundations or

. the digging of cellars with the loader.
One p£ the sons grew up a natural
mechanic, probably from helping ftx
things ever since he was big enough to
use a screwdriver, so now, in addition
to keeping all the ranch and _mill
equipment running, l:Le operates an
auto-repair business on the side. And
so it goes.

Anyone who has explored Ameri-
can history beyond the bu.:zword.and-
slogan level would recoguize in this
kind of diversified operation the true
living descendant of the "family
farm" as- it was back when the
founding fathers were envisioning it
as the foundation for democratic
institutions: not the big mechanized
monocultural agribusiness tied into
the centralized urban economy by
bonds of finance, transportation and
marketing, which still just happens to
be owned.by alive·in family rather a,n
absentee Arab or insurance company;

, but an independent and i.odiYicIua1izt '
set"of enreJprisa bouod roptbcr leu '

,bycco D,.icJ6p-dasa by soCW and'
'.-',_ ,,", ".'>-. '.-'- c ':0- '. ~ "~ - "_ ,Y,_

political intangibles like family bonds,
a scorn for unions and by-the-numbers
business, and a genuine (if'nor always
conscious and articulatejcommirmenr
to the ;~Id agrarian ideals. "

But how is 'it thanhis small-scale
"] effersonian" lumber industry has
survivedrhe'economic forces that have
concentrated and centralized nearly
every 'other, in4us~ into: ever larger'
and'"'; !¥.rlbr'e!,] ci~olieri~donmdu§'fti!i1;;'
units? [, d,'ink this .can be' as well
explained-in-terms of forest ecology as
industrial "economics. Over' the' Iong :
term, forests" are basically a
decentralized resource devoid of
opportunities for profitable economic
concentration, either in space or time.
Forests are a democratic, Jeffersonian
resource, if 'you will, that are only
exploitable by a miuing economy in a
very short-term way.

And despite all the large'industry
PR about the renewability of the forest
resource, the large-scale lumber
u,dustry has been historically, and still
is for the most part, a mining industry.
The big mills were designed and built
for the big trees of the old-growth
forest that take a milleni~ to
develop, and are no more a renewable
resource in our economic time fcame
than the iron deposits of the Mesabi
Rang~.

Like all mining industties, the
lumber industry went for the highest
return in the short term, high-grading
the biggest and most accessible trees
Hrst. As a result, all the increases in
mill efficiency and worker productivity
this century have been offset ,by
increasing costs due to ever smaller
logs and ever lengthening distances to
the trees. The seeming sudden and
serious decline of the timber industry
in the Northwest .. the closing of big
riiills that have been around since the
beginning of the century, the
permanent loss of more than a fifth of-
the region's lumber·related jobs •. is
only superficially a consequence of
either the recent economic recession
or the .. goddamned environmental·
jsts.' , These were at most only the last
straws 0Cl the s1ready weakeDed ~
of. mjniti& indusuy tbar' .-

.'ex
t

•• et ill raourcc bue~'..
,11~., "" ,_ ,~"h' .. _'~
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T"he small mills ;'f the
"Jeffersonian industry," on

, the other hand, are actually
better suited to the second-growth
forest than to an old-growth forest.
Half a dozen farm mills scattered
around the fringes of a second-growth
forest can carry on indefinitely where
a big mill would go broke in a few
years, even as it devastated the forest.
This is why the small-mill local-market
industry has proliferated during' this
century, in the wake of the

, tree-mining industry that logged-out
the old-growth and moved on.

Left with no place to move -- at
least not on this continent -. the
large-scale lumber industry has been
devoting a lot of time, talent and
money to what it hopes will be a
massive but not too cataclysmic
transition from large-scale tree-
mining, to large-scale tree-farming.
Out in the woods, this means a change
from brawny Bunyans with chain saws
and wedges bringing down monster
trees, to technicians and machine
operators trundling big hydraulic
rree-snippers and bunch-skidders
through stands' of "super-trees"
genetically selected for fast, > even
growth.

In the mill, it means a change from
"heavy-tech" to "high-tech" --
computerized, small-log mills that
require no' human input other than
maintenance and trouble-shooting. It
also means" alternatives to the
standard lumber mill, such as plants
for manufacturing particle board,
Waferboard and other composites
made up of ever smaller, ever
scragglier trees.

It 'a1so means that the two lumber
industries will be competing head-on
for ehe same trees in the second-

. growth- and- marginal old-growth
forests. Since the new, large-scale
tree-farming industry is backed by the
financial resources and markets, of
urban America, there will"probably be
at least a short-term decline ,in the
small-mill industry.

But the big question, one that will
not be answered for some time, is
whether a large-scale, large-volume
tree-farming industry will be able to
both maintain the resource base and
maintain the kind of return on
investment necessary to keep money
interested. It is at least possible that
its economic logic will force it to
become just another tree-mining
industry that will again exhaust jts
resource base, and again return the
diminished forests to the kind of
people who live there because they
want to, not because it is profitable,
and who tend to scale their 'economic
enterprises to' fit the environment
rather than trying to hype up the
environment to feed urban appetites
and illusions. '

There seems to be one of those
lessons-of-history lurking in this
second-growth wilderness that grew
up in the wake of the firsr passage of
America a lesson about the
relationship between ecology and
economy, which I'm not sure I
understand or can even accurately
represent, but which ought to be fuel
for a little discussion.

'For all' the noble 'idealism and
fine thinking they represent-

-, ed, the modestly-scaled, de-
centralized, 'essentially gentle' and

,~ ,
stc'a:dy.state economic institutions of
th~'''·'~Jeffersonian vision" were not
realty fitted to the hugelyscaled and"
demanding challenge of fhe too--b'ig".

\
trees, too-big prairies, and too-big
deserts of wilderness America. .The
vast and intimidating scale of· the
wilderness seemed to invite aa

certainly from civilized Europe..:n. __
the kind of concentrating and focusing
of human resources that has led finally
[0 "roo-big business" in America.
Certainly this is the situation in the
forests, where the mainstream
industry is clearly too big for the
forests it has changed for the
millenium to come.

Two centuries of economic organi-
zation around Hamilton's central bank
have reduced the forests tg ] efferson-
ian dimensions. If we can assume mat

this foretells the end of all DllD1Dg
economies -- and only a fool could
believe otherwise, over the long run .-
then it may be that the most
ecologically fitting economic institu.
tions for the 21st century will turn out
to be an outgrowth of the unlucrative
but stable Jeffersonian -institutions
that most Americans' abandoned as
unfitting in' the 19th century. This
could either be, regarded as a great
irony or a great challenge.

0"

George Sibley is a freelance writer
living in Fort Collins, Colorado.

A story of stubbornness
Nomatter how bad the times

get, nothing will drive Luce
Pipher off his 2,600 acres in

the Crawford country of western
Colorado.

There he raises hay, runs 150
cow-calves, operates a sawmill, guides
30 hunters -- almost all of whom will
be coming back for their 29th year
with him -- and lives in an
earth-bermed solar house with his
wife, Jan. He says he'll never be Qut of
debt. -, . I

But Luce Pipherris there to stay,
His is Dot "a story of one generation
passing a 10'Ceof die land and the bod
itself on to the next generation . .His is
a s~9ry,9f"~~b!>ornness~ '[c - ,

Luce says: "To survive yOILneed a
lot of ambition and a hell of a, good
banker." .

He had both. But fIrst he had to
beat his own father, Curley, one of the
meanest sheep men around.

The father of two sons and ·five
daughters, Luce says Curley liked only
one child, a daughter, Crystal Dawn,
whom he delivered himself. The rest
Curley "ran off" from the land he
homesteaded in 1914.

But Luce came back in 1957 when
Curley was a still vigorous 74. "Run
off" at the age of 17, Luce had worked
in Utah on the railroad for seven years
until he'd accumulated a stake, both
from the work and from fattening cows
to sell to the crew. Along with eight
cows and a bunch of hogs, Luce
returned to the homestead near
Crawford with enough money to buy
his father out.

Four years later after Luce had "to
keep coughing 'up money for
something or other," Curley Pipher
foreclosed on his own son.

Married and with five children,
Luce tried to raise the $6800 he owed, -
$1900 to his dad and the rest to the
Production Credit Association. He
took any odd job and worked on the
construction of nearby Paonia dam,
"ate lots of venison," but couldn't
raise me money. Finally, he convinced
a local banker, Don E. Foster, to bail
him out and stop the foreclosure. Then
he convinced Foster to loan him
money again, this time to buy a used
sawmill. Th~ dam construction work
had finished in 1962 and the sheep he
had were' decimated oy c?>:otes.
Pipher 'needed an income. . ~, " .

"I didn't know a sawiiiill riorn. a
spaceship," Lucesays, burhe1earned"
fasr,' "Thefl'Il06k'ed f6i"sO'ine1:5oatto" ,
sell to "'aner r",iilt ui'HroI<~;;-ao~n"

truck to haul the lumber.
Meanwhile, his debts mounted:

$800 to a blind man named Carl
Wilson who owned a general store in
Crawford, $1200 for diesel fuel, and
hundreds to the local electric
company. All let him ride and all were
paid back after grinding years of work.

"It was the worst four years Iever
had," Luce says, "although 1 learned
a lot. I learned toughness and Iput it
all together myself. "

What did he learn from his father? "
"Don't cheat your kids and don't run
'em off." ~.,

Curley Pipher wasn't a tall man at
5'9", It's just that what was there was
all m!!$Cle... He ron~ every. finget,
wrestling contes~ around and- one joke

told about him was that when he was
in a hurry he'd walk his, horse; he
could pull faster than the horse could
run.

By the time he was 15, Luce says
he had licked every kid around and
thought it was time to take on his
father, Fortified with Red Eye, he
came home and "told the old man
what I thought of him." The next
thing Luce knew he was on the floor.
His father had hit him so hard on the
chest he couldn't breathe for several
seconds ..

"So I went behind the barn and
told the old manthe rest of what IHad
to say."

-'-Betsy Marston

,

....;
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At Horseshoe Bend, Idaho:

For head saw-filer Larry Mardis,
millwork provides a good life.
Twenry-four years ago he began as a
sawyer in Oregon before moving to
Horseshoe Bend. "I always made a
pretry good living at it, I guess." But
he wonders where the industry is
going. There used to be 500 men
working at this mill, he says, but now
there are less than 150, and across the
state and region mills are closing,
never to reopen.

In July, Potlatch Corpvanncunced
the shutdown of its Lewiston, Idaho,
mill with 850 millworkers indefinitely
laid off. Just across the border in
Valserz, Oregon, Boise Cascade closed
a mill, and bulldozed the company-
owned houses.

Bur Horseshoe Bend mill manager
Jim Chadwell says, "I think we're
probably one of the more stable mills
in rhe area." As old as its 1947
opening indicates, the Horseshoe
Bend milt has been continually
retrofirted with modern technology
equipment, Chadwell points out.
,"Potlatch had to do something
because their old mill wasn't efficient
any more." Chadwell says the
Potlatch mill was labor intensive, and
millwork labor is not cheap. "We've
got almost all the neat new stuff;
we're keeping right up with the
times." The high-tech equipment
includes electronic trimmers and
edgers that use light sources ro guide
the blades, and computers that
determine lumber grade.

The timber industry is away of life
by Glenn Oakley

Y:0ungkids in hard hats gawk at
. fancy new chainsaws the way

boys elsewhere might admire
hot rods. In the shade of a large tent
mothers with babies relax-on blankets
and chairs. Logging trucks roll back
and forth, wafting dust and the smell
of diesel over the crowd. Young men
with Copenhagen cans stuffed in their
pockets gather in small groups,
dr ink ing beer and . tdying with
doublebit axes. They thunk them into
the ground while telling stories and
watching girls parade by in plumed

,cowboy hats, Next to, the park,
ponderosa pine logs are stacked and
round butts of pine are perched on
-poles, bullseyes painted on them. A
, small section of bleachers begins to fill
despite the oppressive heat. A man in
a black derby hat climbs onto rhe truck
trailer bed that has been converted
into a stage, takes the microphone and
announces the start of the contests.

W elcorne to Horseshoe Bend's
14th Annual Loggers' Day.

Horseshoe Bend,population
about 750, is nestled in an arid
valley just over a low

mountain pass from Boise, Idaho. The
main street I is Highway 55, the
primary artery linking Boise to points
north. Cottonwoods and locust trees

hug the Payette River as it meanders'
through town toward its rendezvous
with the Snake River. But the
surrounding hills, especially now
under the broiling summer sky, are
barren except for burnt-brown grasses
and shrubs. '

Despite the lack of local forests, it
is timber that has made this town 'and
keeps it going. The heart of Horseshoe
Bend is the Boise Cascade Mill, a
38-year·old plant the Boise-based
corporation bought in 1975. The mill
takes Douglas fir, ponderosa pine and
white fir from the timbered country to
the north and shapes it down to
"rough green" lumber. In its heyday,
the mill produced finished lumber, but
now the rough green is shipped to
Boise Cascade's finishing plant in
nearby Emmett, Idaho, for that work.

In a sense, everyone works for the
mill in Horseshoe Bend. Those who
don't are likely to be' logging
contractors who cut -and deliver the
timber or merchants catering to the
millworkers and loggers.

As the Loggers' Day celebration
shows, the timber industry is
considered more than a source of jobs
here: it is. a way of life and a source of
pride. The loggers are here to show off
their skills. Despite closing mills, a
shrinking woods product industry and
increasing mechanization of logging,
there remains a romantic image of
loggers: burly men in buffalo plaid
shirts and spiked boots -cruising
through the forested mountains with

keen-honed axes. Coors Country Men.
At Loggers' Day they hurl axes at

,...log targets, fling choke-setter chains
over logs on the run, buzz-saw
through large ponderosas and dance
on floating logs. Even millworkers
who may work all day long within a
glass booth operating machinery join
in the contests. Mter all, loggers
themselves have little practical use for
axe throwing.

The romantic appeal of the logging
industry surely adds to the community
spirit evidenced at Loggers' Day. But
there is another reason logging and
millwork i have maintained a definite
sense of worth: the l?ay.

Although Horseshoe Bend is
the only Boise Cascade mill in
the region that is .nommion,

its pay scale is equivalent to union
mills. The lowest paying job at the mill
reportedly pays better than $10 an
hour, with wages topping out at over
$14 an hour. Job turnover is low;
workers with the least seniority have
more than six years on the job.

One result is jokes in the mill
lunchroom about "lifers." Charlie
McMillan, seated at one of the long
wood 'tables, says he plans on staying
"as long as it keeps hanging on. I
don't think -rhere's any other job
around that pays as good as this. Even
Hewlett-Packard (the Boise computer'
chip corporation) doesn't pay as -good
as this."

::-------------_ ...._----------------------------------,~
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Log pond and tugboat at Horseshoe Bend sawmill
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Bur while the new equipment may
make old mills like Horseshoe Bend's
competitive, greater efficiency~means
a loss of jobs. And the cornperirive
edge is relatively short-lived. Chad-
well qualifies his assessment of
Horseshoe Bend's stability by noring
that "maybe five or 10 years down the
road, if this mill did ger in a state of
disrepair, then the same choices faced
by Potlatch would have to be made
here."

A lor of rhe millworkers and
rownspeople are skeptical abour the
long-term survival of the mill, says
Rick Grinrz, a 29-year-old electrician
at the miIJ who also serves on the city
council and is the rown' s fire chief for
the volunteer fire departmenr, He
thinks high wages make the operation
uncompetirive against nonunion wage
mills.

Grinrz came to Horseshoe Bend as
a four-year-old after his farher packed
up the family and left a Nebrask~ farm
for more profitable work in the Idaho
mill, Now with a family of his own,
Grinez would like ro ,sray in the
community that is home. But he is also.
fortunate and secure in the knowledge
that his skills as an electrician allow
him to move elsewhere if necessary.
"For a lor of these guys, miJI working
is all they know." .

Mil1work ar Horseshoe Bend
means anything from mao-
ning the green chain to

operating the machines that toss 1,000
pound logs like marchsricks. Working
rhe green chain means pul1ing rough
cut boards off: the conveyor as they,
leave rhe miJI and sracking rhem for
shipment. Men on the green chain,
says mil1 manager Jim Chadwel1, "are
usually' .glad to-move- onto something
else inside." '

Henry Buzzard is an exception.
Wirh grown children and years of
experience at mills, Buzzard stays on
at what is considered the most
grueling of mill jobs. "If you're inside
all you· can see is walls, " he says with
a gende smile. "I like co be' ourside,
where I can walk around, stay trim."
A fellow green chain workerlisrening
to this adds, "Yeah, Ienjoy it too. But
I've enjoyed abour all ican srand."

Buzzard jusr smiles. "I like
sawmill work," he says. "That's
abour all I real1y know. You mighr say
I was raised up in a sawmill." His
farher had a sawmill in Oklahoma and
Buzzard wenr on co log and do
mil1work in California and Washing-
ton. His son worked at the Horseshoe
Bend mill for awhile, bur wanred co be
a physical education teacher, Buzzard '-
says. Then he gar used co rhe good
money at the mill. He now drives an
18-wheeler.

Despite concern about the future of
rhe mill, ir is running 24 hours a day
five days a week, and turning out
220,000 board feer" day, 77.5 million
board feet a year, according to
ChadwelL In rh~ acrive logging
months of summer, abour 120 logging
rrucks arrive daily, adding co .che
mouneains of sracked rimber. Sprink-
lers shoor a sready shower of warer
OVer rhe 20-foor,high log decks,
keeping down rhe fire danger and
preventing blue staining, a discolora~
tion that can I)We" ---he value of the
lumber

Mammoc.!' frone-end 'oaders ,arty
log, ft9m rhe decks 2nd drop rhem
wirh a great crashlOg into rhe Jog
pond. log ponds aren'r found in
modern mil1s Bur here in Horseshoe
Bend, a pond is srill used to feed
cumbersome logs into the mill for

processing. A man wirh a pike -- a
long, hooked pole -- jockeys logs onto
a conveyor that leads into the mill, but
if necessary, a miniature tugboat,
called a log bronc, provides more
muscle.

The conveyor rides. logs into the
mill, a large wood structure latticed
with iron grate catwalks and
criss-crossed by conveyors. Below and
alongside the catwalks, logs are
shutrled along to the roar of
machinery. The sweet smell of ripped

wood permeates rhe air. A huge
toothed iris tightens down on a fresh
log, and wirh rhe flip of a switch steel
teeth whirl and the log moves forward.
Bark flies from the log. Now gleaming
yellowish-white, the freshly barked
log rolls onto another conveyor system
and slams onto a platform for cutting.
L-shaped arms operated by a man
seared in a glass boorh flip the log
inro position and the log. slides
sideways. A vertical saw slices off a

. board and rhe. arms flip the log over

for another cut. The 106 is repeatedly
flipped over and sliced until ir is
reduced to a final plank.

Through the screaming of saws
and the din of logs slamming .
against metal, the men work.

Fine sawdust floats in the air, caught
in a shaft of whire light from an open
door.

o
Glenn Oakleyis a freelance writer

and photographer in Boise, Idaho.
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Announcer's platform at Loggers Day

The value of a. live forest
Trips rhrough rhe· foresred

backcounrry of Idaho generare-
. big money. In irs .1983-84

season, Idaho's outfirring and guiding
indusrry conrribured more rhan $36
million and 2500 seasonal jobs co
Idaho's economy.

The !lumbers are preliminary
results from an economic analysis by
James Lansche, ]r., for the Idaho Our-
fitters and Guides Association and the
Idaho .Travel CounciL "The srudy
shows rhe outfirting and guiding
indusrry ro be a viral growing parr of
rhe Idaho economy, u IOGA presidenr
Harold Thomas said in releasing ir.

For over 100 years, cliems have
paid co be led and fed rhrough an
Idaho- outdoor experience. Prices
roday range from $5 for an hour's rrail
ride co $4,OQO for a 14-day' bighorn
sheep hune. Big game huneing and
float boating are the Cf.1ainstays,but jet
boating, cross-country and helicopter-
skifng, snowmobiling, backpacking,
mountaineering and trail and sleigh
rides are offered as welL .

The Idaho Outfirrers and Guides
Association is the industry's trade
.as~ociation, ·promoting ·and policing
the business, and working co keep rhe
indusrry's base -- wild rivers and wild
counery -- inrac . In large parr, IOGi\

loed "UM he .cudv to provide
econorrJc ammun tlon when conteSt-
'ng roads, 'm' r sales or hydro·
elecrric proJecrs rhiearenin tnat base.

Idaho. ourfitters had ~8,712
custorners in che 1983-84 season _
almosr double char of 1970-71 .. and 69
percen~ came from outside the state.

Twenty-cwo Idaho dvers are 1'\1n

commercially, but just one -- the
Middle Fork of rhe Salmon River -- is
responsible for half of a11 boaring
oudays. When rhe main Salmon and
10werSalmon are inc1';ded, 83 percene
of all boating outlays statewide d.erive
from rhe Salmon River drainage. Las.t
season, j ,698 people - floared rhe
Middle Fork commercial1y ,-averaging
eighr days in Idaho, and spenr $116 a
day while rhere.

.' .\

Big gam~ humi~g_ attracts relative-
ly fe~ customers, "but- generates the

. highesr oudays: Eighty-four percem of
these customers, and 90 percent of the
outlays, are on elk or deer hunts. Last
season, 75 customers spent $160,000
co hune cougar and 11 spenr $46,808

-hun ring bighorn sheep. General
recreation attr~cted seven times as
many customers as big game hunting
bur produced one-fifch rhe revenue.
Sixry percenr of rhese general
recre~tion customers were horseback
riders.

Outfirrers and guides pu11ed in
$18.2 million in gross receipts last
season. Abour $3.7 mi11ion lefr the
state for outfitter expenditures and
non-resident guide savings, wirh $14.5
million remaining in Idaho. Lansche
then used a .• gross· revenue
muJriplier" bf 2.5 ro yield an
es.tim.atedaggregate impact on
Id~I;\O's economy of $36 miJiion.

Exacrly 1,020 guides"" (mostly
boatwomen and men) were. licensed
ouring the season, 600 of chern Idaho
residems. Guides averaged $2000
income for three months work.
Lansche es'tiinates additional ~ndirect

employment generated by outfitters at
1,568 seas~nal jobs. -

IOGA presidem Harold Thomas'
said, "The srudy shows rhere is a
significant relationship between the
a!=.tivities of our industry, the revenue
generared for rhe economy, and rhe
areas of our state mat are rich in
natural resources, pristine forests
supporting big game popularions, and
Idaho's rivers."

Outfitters in ceornil and north-
cener,al Idaho are using. rhe srudy ro
help defend rheir operarions againsr
Foresr Service roadbuilding and
timber projects, .which are expensive
and 'heavily-subsidized rhroughour
rhis remore and rugged counrry. IOGA
president Thomas was one of a
number of outfitter plaintiffs in the
recenrly deCided.] ersey-] ack road
case before rhe Ninrh·Circuir Courr of

. Appeals (HCN, 31-4/85). Thar and
other disputes with the. Forest Service
led IOGA co commission rhe srudy
over a year ago.

--PatFora'
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WYOMING WAC;ONTRJrlLS
There's it draft plan out for man'aing

the Wyoming sections of the- Oregon <and
Mormon Pibneer National Historic Trails.
::fbe Wyoming Buteau of Land Mapage-
ment plan calls ,fot 'erecting over 40
'historical interpretive-signs and creating
a protective status for a one-half mile
wide corridor along the trails. Develop-
ment in the protected zone will be allowed
only with· special stipulatiohs. SOQJ.c"
segments of the trails are still rutted by
-the passage o(hupdreds of wagons i,n the .
. "18408through 18608. You c;ao. review the.
.plan at BLM offices in Cheyenne, Casper,
Rawlins or Rock -S.prings J or at:libraiies in
counties through which the trails pass.
Comments are due Sept. 3Q';se:(l~ them to.
the State Director (931), BLM, P.O. Box
1828, Cheyenne, WY 82003. ~

SOLAR.'BJ
Four "national 'solar conferences are

coming together in Raleiah, Nom
Carolina, in October. Solar's, week,'
sponsored by the American Solar Energy
Society, will address both < active and
passive solar technolog.ies. Evears will
include speaker presentations of over 200
tecfinical,pap~rs, tours of solar buildings
and testing facilities and workshops 00'

subjects including, solar greenhouses,
cooling and phctovoltaics. There will also
be luncheons and a pig - roast Jlnd
bluegrass dance. The four conferences
responsible for most ofthe events are the
10th National Passive' Solar Conference,
Dayligh'ting Applications Conference,
S91at Energy and Utilities Conference and
Building wiih the Sun Conference. Solar
's, week. i~9ct. 15#20.~Early registration
dines have already passed, but you can
register- during the week. ,ip. Raleigh.
.Prices vary' depending on ,how ma,n,y.-
conferences and, events you want to
attend; the deluxe ticket is "9'.' For
information, contact Solar '8~, S~OWest
Morgan St., Raleigh, NC 27603
(919/832-l798).

WYOMING PLANNING CONFERENCE
The: "New Directions for Wyoming"

Wyopass conference, which is set for
Sept. 2'4-27, has a new'phone number to
call for reservations: 307/637-6281.

H(1NTINGMONTA:NA BUFFALO
The Montana' Fish' and Game

Commission would- like comments on its
proposed application procedures and
eeguiarions for hunting 'the state's newest
game animal -. the buffaJo, or American
bison. Final regulations and procedures
will·be· established .ar the Commission's
Sept. 26·27 meecinl, sc-ccmmenes should
be fired off by Sept. 20. Send comments
to the Fish and Game Commission at the
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife
and Parks, 1420·.EastSixth Ave:, Helena,
MT 19620. Copies of rhe propOsal are
available at the same address and at
regional Momana Fish, Wildlife and
Parks offices.

EXPLORE COLORADO'S
WILDERNESS STUDY AR&S

The Colorado Open SpaCe Council sn'd
Sierra Club invite hikers ro explore
Bureau ofl.apd Man'ilgement wildeme,s
study areas in Colorado'tbis fall. The
Sepr. 21·22 outing ro.me Redcl6ud.Pealt
area near Lake City features "pine and

. subalpine stream drainages as well as two
14,000 foot peaks. A primitive ·hilt·ingtraiJ
will also be repaired on this uip: From
Sept. 28-29. hikers' will visit the Grape
Creek area near Canon' City where
historic raiIrpad routes are among the
highlights. For details about the Redcloud
trip call Sharyl Kinnear at 303/24'-1191;
for Grape Creek caU John Stansfield 'at
303/481·3202. The Adopt-a-BLM-wilder_
ness study area program is free and open
to all. For 'g-eneral information contact
Kinnear at Box 204" Grand Junction, CO
81'l02.

'WESTERN COLORADO MAP
The Bureau of Land Management has

a new map out for a large. chunk of
western Colorado centered around Grand
Junction. The public land user map shows
land ownership, roads, rrails , streams,
takes, topographical features' and rec-

. reaeion sites in an area from Rifle and
Moncrose in the northeast and southeast
corners to easternmost Utah in the west.
The Grand Junction Resource Area maps
are $2 from the -BLM, 764 Horizon Drive,
Grand )unctio~, CO 815'06.

CANYONLANDS INSTITuTBA UCTlON 1

The Canyonlands Field Institute ~i1I
host an auccion/barbecue at 'the Professor
V.aHeyRanch near .Moab, Utah, Sept. 28
to raise money for field seminars in the
Colorado Plateau area. Other events for
the day include live entertainment and
special activities for kids. The auction is
free but dinner reservations are $6 f9r
aduhs and $3 for ch·ildren. Call
801l2'9-7no for more information or td
donate an item for the auction.

NEATsnfFF
SING·LE? ENVIRONMENTALIST,
PEACE-ORIENTED? Concerned Sin~les
Newsletter links unattathed like-minded
persons, all ages, aU areas of the U.S.
Free information: P.O. Box 7737B,
Berkeley, CA 94707. (6xIl)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, Wyoming
Outdoor Couodl; full-time, salary
D.D.E., benefits. ·Direct all activities of
state-wide, non-profit conservation or,
ganization. Resu,lIles to; Search Coordin.
ator, Box 747, Mountain View, WY 82939
(307/367 -2466). (3x)

DISTRIBUTORS/DEALERS: Royal Doul-
ton, -the world's oldest 'and foremost
producer of ceramic/carbon water filters,
announces the introduction of its products
in North America. The range incorporares
filters desigq~d f~r domestic, commer-
cial, and industrial application and
incJude~_units certified by (he NSF uncler
Standards 42 & 53. I am interviewing
companies and personnel to mat:ket our
line in designated areas throughout U.S.
and Canada. If you have a strong track
record ...ad a desire tO,market a line with'
superior performance, please call or
contact: Harry McCuaig _. Royal Daulton
Water Purification, 5024 S. Ash Suite
#104, ,mpe, Arizona 85282 (602/345.
20'16 or 831-730l). (2x)

EXPERIENCE WIDE OPEN SPACES
AND BLUE SKIES while working as an
or,ganizer for a grassroots conservation
organization in Wyoming. Salary:
S8,'00/year with automatic $900/year
raises. Medical insurance and thirty days
paid vacation provided. Send resume to:
Powder River Basin Resource Council, 48
North Main, Sheridan, WY 82801.
THE NORTHERN PLAINS RESOURCE
:COUNCILin Billings, Montana, is seeking
a staff director. Community organizing,
fundraising and management experience
are important quaJifications for directing
the statewide membership-based citizens
group. Annual salary, $l2,OOQ-SI8,OOO
DOE. Call or write Margaret MacDonald,
NPRC, 419 Stapleton Bldg., Billings, MT
95101 (406/248-1154). Deadline October
1.

ENVIRONMENTALIST ACTIVIST
WANTED: Idaho Cortservation League
seeks Public Lands Coordinator to

."'organize roa.dless lands protection efforts
of, statewide, grassroots orga_nization.
Experience required in resource manage-
ment issues, self-directed work situa.
tions, and program development. $12,000
to start. Send resume and writing, sample
ASAP to IeL, Box '844, Boise, ID 83701.

OuT~F,PRINT books and magazines.
Subjects include mountaineering,. back-
packing, hiking, nature, ecology, etc.
S1.00 for giant catalog (refundable).
Frank Ashley, Box 3818D, Downey, CA
90242.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS: The Da.
kota -Resource Council is a grassroots
organization of farmers and rural people
active in energy development, family
far~ and taxies issues. Members llre
committed to economic justice and
advocacy at the local, state and narional
levels. Organizers are responsible for
membership recruitment, leadership
development, fundraising, action reo
search and campaign development, and
must be committed to working with rural
people towards social change. Starting
salary is $9,600. per year, benefits.
Contact Theresa M.. Keaveny, Dakota
Resource Coun.cil, 29 7th Avenue West,
Dickinson, ND 58601. Phone 701/227,
18l I.

FOLDING KAYAKS, by Kleppe< and
Nautiraid. Prompt service, Reasonable
prices, Economical shipment anywhere.
Catalog. Baidarka Boats, Box 2158- HeN,
Sitka, Alaska 9983l (907/747-8996). (6x)
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H- GHCOUNTRY NEWS:

CLASSIFIED ADS cost 20 cents per word,
prepaid, $5 minimum. Rates vary for
display ads; write HeN, ·Box 1090,
Paonia, Colorado 81428 or caU 303/527.
4898 fer further information.

D One year, individual - $20

Co

"
any _ D Two years, individual - $35

DOne year, institution - $28

ARE YOU IN THE
~FRONT LINES? ..

DTwo years, institution - $50'
( ,.- ,

check is enclosed, or, sharge my credit card _
~0 MasterCard: account number _

'.<~tiondate _
signature _ Working hard to alter the course of the rampant

development ofthe West with hints oflong-range sense?

Using your skill and mind and heart to 'slow
the nuclear weapons juggernaut?

Your "GreenAirforce" stands ready to serve:

ease bill me

" 'Pail to: HeN, Box 1090, Paonia, Colorado 81428

----------------------------------------------

... -----Qualily Outdoor Gear and ClothingSins:e1938,- "

, Mail Today
For Your Free

REIFall catalog!
Bring the outdoors right to your door! REI
offers one. of the largest and most com-
petitively priced selections of quality out-
door equipment clothing and acces-
sories. From chQmois shirts to trail boots,
Gore"Je)(I!Jraingear to down comforters.
REIhas a unique assortment 01goods.
Weguaranleesallsfacllonoryour
moneybock.

~ -.-" ........- ~.. - -.~ -'- - -.
_.'0 Piedsesendme a FREEREICatqlog.··;Name.G '- " ' ... - <'

Addre.. ~, .,~ ..\
City _

Sial. Z1P _

0200 MPRCESSNA TURBO.210s
oMOUNTAIN FLYING/METRO HUB
PROS

oAVERAGE COST TO YOUR NON-
PROFIT ORGANIZATION:

$3.0 PER FLYING HOUR (SHARE
OF FUEL COSTS)

Project
L igl!tJ:aJtl!!J.c

•

I

P.O. &»r 8163
Santa Fe, NM 87504-- ....., .;..,.:~.;jI~.,~.

-:;. ~..
Main office:
(505)982·9656

...- "

Montalia: (until Sept. 16)
(406) 549-3828

Denver ~ase:
(303) 499-3525

Mallia: REI,Dept.190, P.O. 80X C-88127,
SeCiI1le~ WA 98188-0127.
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